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C H A P T E R . I. 
Introduction, 
Historic Review*. 
The use of photographic emulsions for the study of 
radioactive properties was shown for the first time by Mugge In 
1909. This was followed by the experiments of M.^elngum, who showed 
that If alpha particles strike a photographic plate at glancing 
Incidence they effet the sliver bromide grains In a way similar to 
light. Klnoahlta reasoned that the photographic action of alpha 
particles Is due to Ionization of sliver hallde molecules In the 
grains. Inspired by the discovery and operation of Wilson Cloud 
Chamber, Relnganum, W.Michl, F.Mayer, ikeuti and many others tried 
to make refinements in this technique of registering the tracks of 
different particles, untlll in 1925 M. Blau showed that protons 
could also produce tracks similar to alpha particles, in 1927 
Myssowsky and Tschlshow pointed out that use of thickly coated 
emulsions would make it possible to get longer tracks. They prepared 
emulsions upto the thickness of 50 microns and even more. 
Blau and wambacher discovered a sensitising material 
called Pinacryptal Yellow which could make emulsions sensitive to 
high energy protons. They also studied the photographic process 
of detection of protons by measuring the density of silver grains as 
a function of ionizing power of the' rays. They noticed that the 
grain density was Independent of the range for air range of 2cm or 
less. The experiments with alpha particles also showed similar resul 
The work on photographic emulsions sensitive to high 
energy protons wlthput using sensitising material was taken up 
Independently by A, Jadnov and by others at llford laboratories, 
Jadnov showed that the nature of the tracks produced by nuclear 
particles depends on the size of ttie grains and on the concentration 
of silver bromide in the emulsions. Thus to get good proton tracks 
the grain diameter should be 0.5- 0.8 microns. 
The basic and most important property of emulsion 
technique is its continuous sensitivity. We can consider the emulsio 
Just like a continuously acting cloud chamber which makes a permanen 
record of all events occuring. Besides the emulsions are cheap and 
easy to handle. Though the technique is subject to many limitations 
like 'fogging', 'fading of the latent image','straggling' etc. yet 
its potential powers were fully recognised by the year 1930. Its 
use was restricted due to lack of precision in the measurements of 
energies and mass etc., untill C.F.Powell showed that the energies 
of the tracks could be determined accurately from their residual 
ranges under proper experimental conditions. This was applicable bot. 
to protons and alpha particles. Even the energies of the neutrons 
could be measured accurately by considering the knock-on protons 
within proper cones. By the end of the second world war Powell and 
his collaboratori^ad established that photographic emulsions were a 
versatile method capable of giving results of high precision and 
reproducibility and this technique became one of the most important 
for the study of nuclear events. 
Characteristics of the emulsions. 
It is clear from the above that emulsion should not 
only register the paths of particles but should be able to help in 
in 
accurate determination of mass, charge, energy and momentum. Thus 
main requirements of the emulsions are (1) tracks should be produced 
by all charged particles;(2) tracks should be sufficiently clear 
above the background fog; (3) the tracks of different mass and charg( 
should differ in appearance so that the identification task may be 
• ^ -
easy; (4) background fog should be minimum. 
The above requirements are controlled through many-
factors factors viz. the concentration of silver halide, mean grain 
size, mean grain spacing and sensitivity, sensitivity is defined as 
the probability that a silver halide grain struck by an ionizing 
particle becomes developable, it depends on two factors: (1) the 
energy spent in a grain by an ionizing particle which depends on the 
charge and velocity of the particle and (2) the distribution of the 
sensitivity specks throughout the emulsion. Demers^has shown that 
the average grain density can be written as:-
^= 3 c P 
where c is the concentration of silver halide, « its density, d id 
is mean grain diameter and p the probability that a silver grain 
struck by an ionizing particle becomes developable, since p is a 
function of d it can be assumed that within proper limits P is 
roughly proportional to d^. All these interdependencies make it 
difficult to meet all the requirements by a single emulsion e.g. for 
recording relativistic particles the sensitivity should be increased 
and emulsion should have large grains, while for low energies the 
grain size should be small and sensitivity should be less. To obtain 
oleeLT tracks the grain spacing should be less and their size should 
be small. Hence a compromise is made in different factors inorder to 
meet all the requirements. Apart from all this the emulsion should b( 
sufficiently thick and of uniform composition. 
In view of the above requirements the emulsions were 
prepred by M/s Ilford Ltd, and Kodak Ltd. in England and Eastmankodal 
in U.S.A. Ilford introduced the emulsions and first being R^ plates 
which were insensitive to protons. These were followed by proton 
sensitive R2 plates. Sometime later Agfa introduced much improved 
. £ , _ 
plates - K- plates - -which could register the protons of much higher 
energies. Now a days a series of emulsions have been put forward 
by the above mentioned companies. The general characteristics of the 
most common emulsions are given in Table I. 
T A B L E I. 
(Characteristics of the common emulsions.) 
Ilford 
1 
Emulsion D-j_ C2 B2 
Mean grain 0.12 0.21 
dia.lmicronj O.16 
Highest vel. 0.2 0.46 
detected.(v/c) 0.3I 
Highest detec-
table energy — O.03 0.07 
Of electron 
Highest dete-
ctable energy— 5»5 0.14 
og muons 
Highest dete-
ctable energy - 50 120 
of protons 
Highest dete-
ctable energy— 100 240 
of deu1»"ons 
Highest energy 1500 all 
of alphas low 
^5 
).16 
all 
all 
all 
all 
'I'all 
'all 
Kodaic 
NTla 
0.19i 
0.04 
0.2 
2 
20 
40 
500 
NT2a 
0.22k 
0.04 
0.35 
0.1 
20 
200 
400 
all 
NT4 
0.39± 
0.04 
all 
all 
all 
all 
all 
all 
EastmanJcodak 
NTG 
0.1-
0.| 
i 
•-"„ 
1 
low 
NTA 
0.2-
0.3 
0.15 
16 
10 
20 
250 
NTB 
0.2-
0-3 
0.49 
0.08 
16 
150 
300 
all 
NTB 
0.: 
0 
O.i 
0.. 
8' 
75< 
15( 
al] 
All these emulsions have practically the same silvei 
halide concentration but differ only in grain size and sensitivity. 
The composition of dry emulsion in grams/cm3 is given in Table II, 
For G5 emulsion the bromine and iodine contents are 1.496 and 0,026 
grams/cm respectively. 
-r-
Element 
Silver 
Bromine 
Iodine 
Carbon 
Hydrogen 
Oxygen 
Sulfur 
Nitrogen 
t A B L E, 
Composition of 
11ford 
2.025 
1.465 
0.057 
0.30 
0.049 
0.20 
0.011 
0.073 
, II 
dry emulsion. 
Kodak 
1.97 
1.44 
0.039 
0.27 
0.03a 
0.16 
« • • • 
0.080 
Eastmankodak 
1.70 
3).22 
0.054 
0.34 
0.043 
0.17 
• • • • 
0.11 
Zadnov (1935) showed that grains per unit path length 
( 100 microns) of undeveloped emulsion can be expressed by the 
equation: 
g, max 150 c 
— a — 
grains per 100 microns 
where C is fractional volume concentration of silver bromide { about 
0.5 for the new nuclear emulsions) and » d is average grain diameter 
in microns, the grain being assumed spherical. Approximate value of 
the grain size and g^„^ is given in Table ill. These values have beer 
max 
given b|t Dodd and Waller (1951), Webb (1948), Knowles and Demers 
(1947r, and Winand (1948)"l 
(Approximate 
Emulsions 
Kodak NT4 
Ilford G5 
Eastman NTB 
Ilford C2 
Demers II 
T A B L E III. 
grain size and S^^-^ in nuclear emulsions.) 
Average grain Average density g 
diameter microns grains per 100 mfSJon 
0.4 176 
0.27 275 
0.25 300 
0.18 400 
0.06 1200 
The properties and sensitivity of Ilford G5 emulsion 
have been given by Dodd and waller (1951). Apart from other propertie 
the minimum grain density of about 36 grains per 100 microns has been 
-6-
shown foB a fully developed normal G5 plate, since the begining of 
the year 1952 the G5 emulsion has been improved upon and a minimum 
grain density of 45 grains per 100 microns has been found with an 
efficiency of about 17^. Herz and Waller (1952rhas introduced 
another modified emulsion called Go, which has all the properties of 
G5 except that the sensitivity is such that only heavily ionizing 
particles are recorded. 
Sensitivity of nuclear emulsions show a considerable 
variation with temperature at the time of exposure. This variation 
has been studied by Dilworth (19^ 9)'? Dollman (1950), Lord (1951)'! anc 
Goats & Herz (1949). They have shown that tracks of heavily ionizing 
particles show a marked decrease in grain density below 0°c, on the 
other hand the minimum ionizing tracks show no significant variation 
in the grain density between room temperature and -80°c in the case 
of Kodak NT4 emulsion, and in the range of 20 c to -50°c for ilford 
G5 emulsion. Lord has reported that the emulsions lose practically 
all its sensitivity at -200°c. 
iln emprical relation showing the variation in grain 
So 
dd'sity with exposure temperature has been given by Beiser (1951):-
n = A exp (- Ej/kT) (1- a exp (-E2AT)). 
where n is the grain density, T the exposure temperature, A is a 
function of sensitivity of emulsion and rate of energy loss, a, E^ j^E^  
are constants depending on the emulsion. The first exponential may 
interpreted as being proportional to the rate of arrival of silver 
ions at the sensitivity speck and second as the relative number of 
ions released from the speck. The curves given by various workers 
indicate that optimum temperature for exposure lies near about 20°c. 
Application to Cosmic rays and Nuclear Physics. 
In the study of cosmic rays the emulsion technique was 
first employed by Wllkins, when in I936 he sent Ilford R2 plateii by 
means of balloons to high elevation and registered some high energy-
alpha tracks. Rujnbaugh and Locher sent some plates high in the 
atmosphere, covered with paraffin and thus confirmed the presence of 
neutrons in cosmic radiation. They showed that at the height of abou 
^ meter water equivallent from the top of the atmosphere the neutron 
constituted a considerable fraction of cosmic rays. Schopper used 
Agfa K plates and Ilford R5 for similar type of experiments on cosmi 
ray neutrons. 
Blau & wambacher observed cosmic ray stars in emulsio 
plates. These stars represent the nuclear disintegration, some times 
far more energeticjthan commonly observed in the laboratory. Wambache 
studies on the stars by grain count and range method showed that 
total disintigratlon energy'was more than 60 mev in most of the cases 
- going upto 150 mev- if contribution towards neutral particles is 
neglected. Further work on stars was carried out by Fillipov, Jadnov 
etc. using 13 emulsions and as a result the stars were classified 
in two groups; (1) disintegrations where particles are distributed 
in random directions from a common centre and (2) where the group of 
tracks from a common origin are within a relatively small solid angl 
The latter was named as proton shower, i'teller studied the altitude 
dependence of these stars an* foQnd that the radiation responsible 
for the production of stars is strongly absorbed in air. All this 
helped in understanding the nature of this radiation and in forward! 
adequate theories for the formation of stars. This in turn threw 
some light on the range of nuclear forces. Hardinge et al (19'f^ 9) 
-1? found the value of range of nuclear foeces to be 2x10 - which is in 
good agreement with the values found by means of other experiments. 
But the most outstanding discovery with emulsions 
during the last few years was that of the 7\-meson, (Occhialini and 
Powell,1947*; Lattes etal, 194f) of mass 276 m^ .Tt^ e, discovery of A- me 
- 8-
has brought another advantage of emulsion technique^hat it can be 
applied to the study of very shortlived phenomena; , Due to the high 
stopping power of the emulsions ( about 1,560 times that of the air) 
the short lived particles of particular energy can be brought to 
rest before decaying which otherwise would have decayed in flight 
in the gas. This technique thus offers a nice method for the study 
of the effects at the end of the range. The lifetime of the particle 
can be estimated by measuring the total range traversed by the 
particle. By this method the life time of n- meson was found to be 
6x10"^ seconds (Camerini et al, 1948). 
in the last few years the emulsion technique has brough 
forward the possible existence of many unstable particles viz. T , 
Kappa meson, 7L meson, charged v, s particles, Y events and neutral v 
(A") etc. with mass values either between a A-meson and a proton 
( most of the particles have mass about 1,000 m^) or above that of a 
proton. These particles have been observed to follow different decay 
schemes, but the evidence on some of them are still inconclusive. 
These rare events are being sou^t near the top of the atmosphere 
by means of balloons. 
This technique has also been used very successfully 
for the study of primary cosmic rays which consists of heavy nuclei 
near the top of the atmosphere. These heavy nuclei undergo various 
types of collisions with air nuclei ( Bradt & Peters, 1949; Brown 
et al, 1949 ) some times causing big nuclear explosions and sometime 
passing through the target nucleus by only ejecting some nucleons. 
Many striking results rooulta have been obtained by sending the plat 
sensitive to minimum ionization to balloon altitudes. This technique 
has thus revealed the nature of cosmie radiation much more efficient 
than any other existing technique. 
Apart from the use of this technique for the study of variou 
cosmic ray phenomena the- technique has also been used for various 
problems of nuclear physics e.g. to determins the energy spectra, 
to measure cross-section, to estimate half life etc. Various nuclear 
disintegrations and their products have been very frequently studied 
with emulsions. Neutrons have been studied by registering recoil 
protons. These methods have revealed as many as fifteen velocity 
9 groups for neutrons from ^errylium within the velocity range of 10 
to 5x10° cm/sec. Taylor expected that the disintegration of Boron 
with slow neutrons will follow the reaction as ^B +O" = t^ Li'+gHe 
and not i^ B^ '^ +on'^  = 2H® ^ 2^ ® + iH » ^'^^ since only one track 
was found in the plate the former was concluded to be correct. Also 
the possibility of recording the lengths and orientations of all 
products of disintegration simultaneously makes it possible to verif: 
the laws of conservation of energy and momentum. The satisfactory 
results justify the use of this method for the determination of 
energy and momentum of neutral particles, which may be emitted in 
some reactions and which do not leave observable tracks in the 
emulsion (Lattes and Occhialini, 1947). 
Wilkins and Dempster identified the radioactive iso-
-topes of Samarium with the help of these plates. Emulsions were 
also used for the study of fission process by Myssowsky and Jdanoff 
(1939)» Tsein (1947) and many others. The point of origin of any 
particle relative to fission gxac fragments gave an estimate of the 
time interval between fission and the emission of that particle 
Demers (19§6), 
The developement of electron sensitive emulsions have 
made it possiblB to study varioui nuclear physics problems in the 
high energy region. Recently the mesons produced in Berkley Cyclotroi 
-lo 
were recorded in emulsion plates. Various properties of mesons e.g. 
life time of A and LU, their capture cross-section in many substances 
as well as their reactions have been studied very accurately with 
this technique. 
The technique of emulsions id being increasingly 
employed in other branches of science viz. Biology and Medicine. 
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C H A P T E R II. 
Description of apparatus. 
Considering the utility and Importance of emulsion 
technique the department of Physics at Allgarh has recently started 
a nuwlear emulsion section. The equipment consists of Cooke Researd 
microscope of M4000 series with binocular bodies fitted with 
protractor occular and a mechanical stage with two micrometers 
having the least count of 5 microns. The fine focussing mechanism 
is also graduated in microns. The optical equipment consists of 
various types of eyepieces and objectives with graticules and stage 
micrometers. For photomicrography, we have extensible plate camera 
outfits as well as 35 mm camera adaptor with a Leltz TII-F came»ra 
to be used with the latter. The photographic equipment includes a 
4x6 Omega enlarger, a ',vasp copying unit and a large number of small 
accessories. For controlling the temperature of solutions during th 
different stages of development of thick emulsion plates, we have 
a large cooling plant with thermostatic switches where the tempera-
-tures can be controlled within ±2°F. We have also other facilities 
like a cold storage etc. 
Powell (1943)^ emphasized the Importance of the optical 
equipment for acciirate results and for relelvlng the nervoud strain 
on the observer. The new concentrated emulsions, themselves, have 
quite a good contrast of the track above the background so that 
there is no special fatigue on the observer. Moreover the use of 
binocular microscopes witji inclined eyepieces have also some 
advantage in reducing the strain on the observer. Powell recomendec 
the use the use of microscope objectives of high numerical apertui 
because of their small depth of focus with the result that visible 
background of grains is reduced as compared to the objectives of 
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lower aperture. The use of oil immersion objectives has the advantj 
over air objectives that the refractive index of tjie emulsion is 
sufficiently close to that of the immersion oil which ensures the 
fineness of optical quality of the image of grains lying deep in 
the emulsion. Powell used the oil immersion objectives in conjuncti 
with high quality substage condenser with a maximum numerical apart 
of 1.30. The use of 3 ^'^ apochromatic objectives { numerical apertu 
1.30 ) has been found to be most advantageous. This objective has 
a magnification of 60 and working distance of 0.25 nmi. 
One disadvantage of high power objective is very 
short working distance. For example the 2.2 mm apochromatic 
objective ( N.A. 1.32, magnification x80) hai^ working distance.of 
only 0.12 mm which will allow the observation of the emulsion upto 
250 microns even if the shrinkage is taken into account. Cooke 
Troughton & Simms have produced 3.75 mm oil immersion flourite 
objectives { numerical aperture 0.95, x45 ) with working distance 
1,5 mm without at all effecting the optical quality of the image. 
This will allow the use of even thickest emxilsions produced and 
employed at present. 
Champion and Powell (I9kh) have accounted another 
disadvantage of high power objectives. This is the curvature of the 
field of view. This means that a track parallel to the surface will 
not have all grains in focus at the same time. Proper attention is 
to be paid to this defect in measuring the angle of dip which should 
either be made at the same spot of the field of view or on grains 
equidistant from the centre. 
In our studies we hav» found k mm apochromatic 
objective not to be much suitable for nuclear emulsion work because 
its performance depends critically on the cover glass thickness,* 
While measuring the dipping tracks the change in the vertical direct 
may be taken as a variation in cover glass thickness, starting from 
zero as minimum. The use of 3.75 nim flourite objective is highly-
recommended in this connection because as being an lia oil immersion 
objective the question of a cover glass does not arise. li&reoYer this 
has a large field, a high numerical aperture, a good depth of focus, 
and a long working distance. Out of various condensers ( abbe, 
aplanatic, achromatic dry and achromatic oil both short and long 
focus ) tried the use of achromatic condenser M 13^6 is highly reco-
-mmended as a general purpose condenser specially for use with 
apochromatic and flourite objectives. The last two types of condense 
have not been found suitable because of their short clearing 
distances. 
The Cooke Research Microscopes have also been provide 
with rotating stages which are highly useful for the measurement 
of coulumb scattering of the tracks in the high energy region. 
The thermostatically controlled cooling cabinet has 
three tanks and every one of th«a can be controlled at any temperate 
within the range of 20°F to 80 F with an accuracy of ±2°F. The tanks 
are well Insulated and the fall or rise of the temperature tasx due 
to conduction or radiation is very slow. Each tank has a dial 
thermameter to indicate the temperatures and a motor driven agitatoi 
to keep the temperature uniform in the whole tank. 
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C H A P T E R III. 
Prooesslng of plates. 
Formation of latent image. 
various theories have been put forward for the format 
of image on a photographic plate - called latent image. An exposure 
of silver bromide { AgBr ) or silver chloride ( AgCl ) to light 
produces free silver and halogen. There is no evidence that any 
intermediate chemical substance like a sub-halide is ever formed by 
the action of light. The general reaction can be given as:-
gr" + hv —-> Br + e 
and Ag"^  + e —^ Ag. 
where hv is the quantum of light and e is the electron. 
The production of latent image by an ionizing 
particle along its path in nuclear emulsion follows basically the 
same process as occurs in ordinary light sensitive plates. The only 
significant difference lies 14 the manner in which the ion pairs ar 
formed in the two process, in the former they are formed by the 
electrostatic interaction between the charged particle and the 
electrons of the atoms in the emulsion, while in the latter they ar 
formed by the photoelectric emmision of electrons by incident photo 
There is no chemical evidence for the presence of 
silver in the latent image, it is however clear that the latent ima 
is formed by silver atoms. The latent image is destroyed by the 
action of strong oxidising agents. It has been established that the 
sensitivity increases by the addition of silver sulphide (Ag^S) 
nuclei. This shows that there is some relation in sensitivity and 
AgpS nuclei. The spectral analysis has made it clear that Ag^S does 
not act as light absorbing centres and hence it should not have any 
bearing on sensitivity. The change of sensitivity is due to the fee 
that Ag2S brings about a change in the distribution of silver atoms 
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formed by the action of li^t. It is suggested that K Ag S acts as 
the concentration centres for photolytic silver. 
The theory of formation of latent image was first 
P3at forward by Webb. The absorptiSn of a quantum of light by silver 
halide grain is followed by the transfer of electron to conductance 
band, ijhae electrons move through the crystal for large distahces 
untlll they are trapped in the regions of impurity. Thus the electr 
may be trapped in entirely different position than where the light 
quanta was absorbed. According to this theory the latent image is 
identified by the electrons trapped at the sensitivity specks.But n 
mechanism was given as to how Ag"*" MEBSt neutralises the electrons. 
Moreover the dependence of the sensitivity on the exposure temperat 
could not be explained on the basis of photoconductance. Gurnejr and 
Mott (193S) gave first comprehensive theory on the basis of electri 
conductivity. 
This theory can be divided in two parts ; (1) the 
primary electronic process associated with the photoconductance and 
(2) the ionic process dealing with the migration of the silver ions 
The first process is exactly similar to that given by Webb where th 
electrons are trapped at the sensitivity specks. The electrostatic 
potential thus created brings about the second process. The silver 
ions are attracted to the negatively charged specks and migrate 
towards them. Thus at the sensitivity speck the silver atoms are 
formed by neutralization. 
The validity of the theory can be tested by seeing th 
photographic process at low temperature. At low temperature 
migration of interstitial ions is negligible, thus the ionic proces 
becomes seperate from the electronic process causing a decrease in 
the sensitivity. 
-It-
It i3 expected that latent image formation in nuclear 
emulsions is very mucJi less efficient than photographic emulsion du 
to time that are taken by the former for the utilisation of electro 
One of the reasons for this tnefficiency is the short times needed 
for a particle to traverse eacfe grain e.g. a 5 J^ ev alpha particle 
will traverse the grain in about 2x10"-'- seconds. Since the migrati 
of silver ion is much slower than electrons, the sensitivity specks 
acq^ uire the negative charges much rapidly than they are neutrilised 
and thus further electrons are repelled unless a sufficient number 
of Ag"*" ions reach the speck. This effect is unimportant for weakly 
ionizing particles. 
The theory can also explain the change in specific 
energy loss for G5 emulsions, as given by Fowler and perkins (1951) 
The curve given by them is shown in figure 1. Here the grains per 
100 microns are given against the 
sp&ecific energy loss. It shows that 
the specific energy loss of particles 
at various points is directly 
proportional to grain density, but 
the proportionality does not hold for 
high energy losses, e.g. the emulsion 
sensitivity decreases for specific 
energy losses above a certain threshold. 
This is due to the inefficiency of electron utilisation i.e. the 
electrons enter the sensitivity speck more rapidly and create a spa 
charge, consequently the specks do not accept any further electrons 
untill the space charge is neutralized by recombination. The linea 
A 
/ • 
part of the curve shows that the rate at which the electrons are 
entering the speck is proportional to the rate at which they are 
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the saturation occurs and it Is no longer linear. 
The fate of halogen is not clearly defined in the 
theory of Gurney and Mott, but it is generally assumed that it 
escapes to the surface and gelatin acts as halogen acceptor. 
Mechanism of developement. 
Generally in the process of develpp^ment the individu8 
silver halide grains are reduced to metallic silver, while the 
developer itself gets oxidised. The simple mechanism of developement 
of AgBr grains with Hydroxylamine is shown by the following reactior 
Ag'^ Br- +2NH2O —^ Ag + N2 + 2H2O +Br~ 
or simply Ag + 2 NH2O —> Ag + N2 + 2 HgO. 
The reaction of other developers though much more complicated is 
fundamentally the same, in the developement process the reduction 
starts only at discrete points l,g. at the points of latent image ar 
proceeds till the whole grain is reduced, in general the reduction 
will not spread from one grain to another - where the latent image 
is not there- unless there is a physical contact in the two or such 
a contact is made during the developement. 
Basic mechanism as how a latent image { or the presenc< 
of a silver nucleus ) helps in the reduction of whole grain may be 
given as follows. It is assumed that^eveloper gives electrons to th< 
silver nuclei and the nucleus then acts as tiny electrode where the 
whole silver ion gets reduced. The reduction thus includes to. two 
steps (1) transfer of electrons to»silver and (2) neutrilization of 
silver ions by electrons. 
R — * e + oxidised R 
and Ag + e —»-Ag. 
where R shows the developer and e stands for the electron. The 
question why the direct transfer of electron to Ag"*" does not take 
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place, may be explained in terms of the 1 activation energy. The 
activation energy of direct transfer is much larger than for a 
process given above. 
Thus all the developers are reducing agents which 
reduce the silver halide and ±Mx themselves get oxidised. Apart 
from it the developer also contains alkali, sulphite and bromide. 
The function of alkali is to adjust hydrogen ion concentration. Thu 
it maintains the p^ of the developer to a constant value, because 
the increase in p^ would meatman increase in the rate of developemer 
Sulphite dissolves the oxidised products of the developer which if 
allowed to remain there would have undesireable influence on the 
rate of developement. Generally oxidised products get decomposed in 
the presence of alkaline solution and products are coloured 
materials which are most efficiently carried away by Sodium Sulphit 
Bromide { generally used as potassium Bromide ) is added as fog 
resistor and as an aid to uniform developement. 
processing of thick emulsion plates. 
The developement of thick emulsion plates is the 
most important part of the emulsion technique and if proper attenti 
is not paid to.it , this may lead to serious errors, since all thesi 
emulsions have a considerably high ratio of silver halide to gelati: 
special methods are to be used for their developpment. The bsjic 
/ 
problem here is to develope exposed emulsion grains without a 
corresponding developement of unexposed grains or 'fog' grains . 
Moreover if ordinary developfsment methods are employed the developer 
is more at the surface than at the bottom and this causes a graat 
difference in the developement of different layers of thick emulsioi 
Proper attention should be paid to avoid this ununiformity of 
developement, because the variation in grain density with the depth 
of the track caused due to this reason will create a great difficu] 
In the interpretation of results. Hence, in short, the conditions 
for the processing of thick emulsions may be laid as:(l) it is 
necessary to adjust the rate at which the developer is supplied to 
emulsion grains against the rate at which the products of developed-
- ment diffuse from the layer. (2) all the layers of emulsion shoulc 
have same degree of develop^ment. (3) during the developement the 
emulsion should not swell or shrink unduly and it should not reticu' 
-te too. p^, salt content and temperature of the developer are the 
main factors to controi}. this requirement and , therefore, rapid 
change in any of the above factors should be strictly avoided at an; 
stage of the processing. The rapid change of temperature and pP 
should also be avoided in stop bath, fixing bath, and washing 
operations. 
Generally all these reojjirements are met through 
physical factors rather than chemical ones, i.e. by controlling the 
temperature or by increasing the time of each operation, with the 
result that whole process takes quite long tiiues e.g. the total tim 
taken by 600 micron plates is a[.MiJtB about 248 hours in all. 
The above requirements form the following requisites 
of a good developer:-
1) Resistance to oxidation by air. 
2) Low alkalinity- strong alkalinity causes swelling of the emulsio 
and cosequently severe distortions are caused during the hot sta 
?) Low concentration- the high concentration ofi the developer will 
precipitate at low temperature. 
4) Simplicity- many agents in a developer are not recommended if th 
rate of penetration and temperature coefficient of various agent 
differ too much. 
5) Gtood b u f f e r i n g . 
6) High bromide sensitivity - for reducing the fog and stain. 
7) Little solvent action on silver halide. 
These requisites need a developer of moderate or 
high temperature coefficient which may penetrate quickly through 
the emulsion and may remain stable at high and low temperatures, Th 
pK of the developer should preferably be close to that of tjie 
emulsion. 
various methods were tried for develop^ menfe of thick 
emulsion plates, but the most efficient is the temperature cycle 
•2. 
method given by Dilworth et al (1948). The principle underlying 
this method is that the developer is first made to penetrate 
throughout the whole thickness of emulsion at the low temperature 
( ^ 5°c )• At this temperature no develop^ment takes place, then the 
i 
temperature is raised and actual develop^ment takes place. A proper 
/ 
consideration of the concentration of the developer is to be kept 
in this stage. The stopping of the develop^ment starts at high 
temperature and then it is again brought down to low region. Then t 
fixing starts at low temperature and is finished at a high tempera-
-ture . In all the operations it is to be str'ctly kept in mind 
that no rapid change of temperature takes place. 
7 
Blau and Defwlice (1948) put forward a two bath 
method for the developement of these wraulsions. In this method the 
developer is devlded in two baths. The first bath has a part of 
Sodium Sulphite, Potassium Bromide, but no alkali, while the second 
bath has all necessary parts of a developer plus an additional 
amount of alkali. In first bath the alkali diffuses in the emulsion 
but the rate is too low due to the lack of alkali. The actual 
developement takes place, in the second bath. Here the whole process 
can be accomplished at ordinary temperatures. Though the danger of 
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was reticulation aw« removed as the temperature was constant, yet the 
method could not gain favour because of its inapplicability of 
uniform developcment of thicker emulsions. 
Generally the temperature cycle method of developtfme 
has been used by various workers viz, Wilson & Vaneslow (1948), 
Dainton, Gattikar & Lock (1951); A.J.Herz (1952); K.R.Dixit (1952 S 
1954)°; B.Summerfield (1953); Dilworth et al (195lf; Stiller etal 
'3 
(1954) etc, for processing of thick nuclear emulsion plates. Plates 
upto 1,000 microns have been developed with this method, Various 
developers e,g. Amidol; Xai±ati:a Amidol-bi-sulphite; Azol; Dl9b etc, 
have been used. Table IV gives the composition of various developer 
T A B L E IV . 
Composition of various developers and p^ at room temperati 
Name D19b Azol 
Agentmetol para-
hydroqu amino 
-inone phenol 
Amidol-bi 
-sulphite 
p- dlamlno 
phenol 
Brussels' 
group 
Amictol Mxit 
p- diamino 
phenol 
metol 
For-metol2.2 Azol l6 Amidol 3.0 
mula 
Hydroqui. l^KBr 88 Anh,Sod, 
8.8 ml Sulphite 6,7 
Sod. Sul- water Sod. bi. 
-phite 72 384ml Sulph. liqu. 
1 . 4 ml 
KBr- 4.0 
Sod. Garb. 
48.0gm 
Water 2000 
ml 
Water-930 
mi 
Boric Acid 
35 m 
Water 1000 
ml 
Amidol 4 ,5 /UQidol 3,0 Metol 3, 
Anh, sod, Anh, Sod, Sod. Si 
S u l p h i t ^ l 8 . 0 Sulph. 12,0 -plyLJ 
l*KBr 8ml Water 1000 water 1( 
ml m] 
S o d , Ca] 
50 gE 
Sod, bi , 
carb ,50 
water 1( 
m: 
p^ 10 .0 11 .5 6,7 6 .4 7.2 9.2 
Dainton , G a t t i k a r &Lock have made a comparative stuc 
of various developers for the following properties. 
(1) Penetration characteristics- Payne has shown that rate of pene-
tration of any developer increases by decreasing the p^. The time 
of penetration is generally reduced by about kO^ by presoaking the 
plate in distilled water. It was found that Amidol and Amidol Bi-
sulphite are equivallent in penetration and take much less time 
than Azol and Dl9b. The penetration time (T) can be expressed by an 
emprical formula as : 
T = K. t^ 
where t is thickness of the emulsion , x is of the order of 1.4 and 
K is constant for a given developer at a given temperature. 
(2) Temperature Characteristic. The change of activity of various 
developers with temperature was seen and it was found that the rate 
of action changes very rapidly with temperature. Dl9b was found to 
be more sensitive than other developers. Azol, though quite sensiti 
to temperature, has a low activity. 
(3) Stability of various developers was also tested upto 27 c , and 
all of them have been found to be perfectly stable at high as well 
as at low temper at tires. 
Apart from it the background properties and staining 
properties of various developers were also tested and all the above 
information indicated Amidol to be an ideal developer for developem 
of plates upto 400 micron thick. Above this Amidol ^i- Sulphite 
should be used. The formula given by Brusael's group makes a fine 
substitut^or Amidol Bi-Sulphite. 
Developement Process. 
Plates are first soaked in distilled water at room 
temperature and then it is slowly cooled to 5 c., and maintained at 
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that temperature for the required time. This time varies with the 
thicicness of the emulsion. The plates are then transferred from 
o 
5°c water to 5 c developer and they are allowed to stay there for 
some time. Then, generally, either of the following methods is 
followed:-
I. Hot bath method. The concentration of the developer is atleast 
halved and then temperature of the whole bath is raised to about 18° 
NO agitation is to be done at this stage. This temperature is 
maintained till the whole developement is over. 
II. Hot plate method. The plates are taken out of the cold developer 
add the excess of the developer is wiped off gently with a filter 
paper. The plates are, then, placed on a dry surface with glass 
downwards and the temperature of the surface is raised to about 27°c 
and maintained there foB required time. In this method the developer 
which has penetrated in the cold stage is sufficient to develope the 
whole plate uniformly and there is no overdevelopement at the top. 
An accurate temperature control should be had in this method and a 
perfect thermal contact is required in the plate and the surface. 
This method has been found more satisfactory than the first one. 
The plate is then transferred from hot stage to stop 
bath. Out of many reagents used as stop viz. ^ ^ HGl; 5°^- NaHSO ; l'^  
KBr etc. Acetic Acid (0.5-1.0^) proved the best. The temperature of 
the stop is brought near to that of the hot stage and the plates are 
transferred. The temperature of the whole bath is brought down to 5 
The plates are kept till whole developement is ceased, in the whole 
process the plates are placed horizontal and this is very important 
for thick emulsions. 
Plates are then fixed in the solution of podium Thio 
Sulphate and various workers have used various concentrations. 
Frazinetti has given 40^ hypo solution to be the most satisfactory-
value of concentrations. The Aaimonium Thio-Sulphate is a rapid fixii 
agent^nd, therefore, some workers have recommended the addition of 
Ammonium Chloride to hypo solution with, a view to reduce the fixing 
time. But such fixing baths have the tendency to remove some of the 
developed grains near the surface of the emulsion and the effect is 
more pronounced in the case of thick emulsions. Hence the addition 
of Ammoni\im Chloride is not favoured. Anyhow the addition of Sodium 
Bi-3ulphite to hypo solution reduces the stains etc. The best fixini 
bath is prepared by adding 30 ©a ot Sodium Bi-Sulphite to a litre 
of 40^ hypo,solution. 
The plates are transferred to a hypo bath at 5°B and 
then the temperature is raised to 10°c. The whole of the fixing can 
be completed at this temperature. The plates are to be perfectly 
horizontal and a little agitation is quite useful/in this stage, in 
10 
this connection the method adopted by Dixit (1952) is most advanta-
-geous. He has preferred jc the agitation caused by the convection 
currents to the mechanical agitation. For obtaining this he varied 
the room temperature by 2°c,and the convection currents thus caused 
gave a perfect agitation to hypo without at all effecting the plate 
'ashing is done either with slowly running water or 
the water of the dishes is changed after small interval of time. 
This stage is most critical for thick emulsions because most of the 
IS" 
distortions are caused in this stage. Herz and Edgar (1953) have 
remarked that if all the operations are performed at low temperatun 
( '^5°-7°c) the chaces of distortions are reduced to minimum. 
Before putting the plates for drying, the soaking of 
the plates in the solution of Glycerine for about 1 hour is very 
usefull. The concentration of the glycerine can be chosen between 
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1-2*^ . This helps in preventing the stripping off of the emulsion 
after drying. The drying is to be started with lOO' humidity in 
gentle air.The latter ask requirement can be acheived by means of 
a 25 watt electric bullet a distance of few feet^  from the plates. 
The circulation of the air caused by this is sufficient for the 
purpose. Dilworth et al (1951) have pointed out that edges of the 
plates usually dry up first, causing a surface distortion in the 
emulsions. This can be remedied almost completely by surrounding 
the plate by a 'guard ring' of similar plates edge to edge which 
results in more even drying. 
Experimental details and data. 
We have tried various methods for the develop^ment 
of nuclear emulsion plates. Generally the temperature cycle method 
was adopted in all cases, plates upto 60O microns have been success 
-fully developed in our laboratory. We have tried Azol, Dl9b, Amido 
Brussels group developer and Dixit's formula, we could not try 
Amidol Bi-Sulphite because sodium Bi-Sulphite ( liquor, Sp. gr. !.'> 
i i • 
which is a special product of B.D.H. was not available. Out of all 
these developers tried we have also found Amidol to be best for 
plates upto 400 microns and above this Brussels formula makes a nic 
substitute for Amidol Bi-Sulphite. Dixits method is also quite 
satisfactdiry so far as the developement of 200 micron plates is 
concerned but the time taken by 400 micron plates is too long. 
Moreover the satisfactory developement of 400 micron plates depends 
on the softening of gelatin which is not an easy requisite to 
fulfill. We have measured the variation of p in case of Amidol and 
Dixit*3 method with the variation s± in temperature and these are 
shown in Table V. 
T A B L E V . 
The variation of p^ with temperature for Amidol & Dixit's formula. 
Temperature 
deg. C. Amidol Dixit*s method 
4 6.9^ 9.160 
8 7.01 9.160 
12 7.08 9.179 
16 7.14 9.181 
20 7.24 9.210 
24 7.^ 2 
27 7.50 9.2'iO 
The i\midol is well within acidic region at low temper-
-ature (-^  5°c) and at high temperature it goes to alkaline region 
( since p^ is more than 7.0). This is mostflmportant factor in its 
use because penetration is the property of acidic region while,the 
actual develop^ment takes place in the alkaline region. Thus at low 
temperature only penetration of the developer occurs while the 
develop^ment takes place in hot stage. This property though not 
exhibited by Dixit's formula, yet the pP is not varying too much 
and we can depend on it low thicknesses of emulsions, AS an example 
Table "71 gives the times of developement of 200,400, and 600 micron 
thick emulsion plates with Amidol, Azol, Brussels group method and 
Dixit's method, used by us. 
Presoaking of the plates, though decreases the time of 
penetration of the developer, has not been recommended by Wilson & 
Vaneslow; Blau & Defelice. They have found that presoaking increase 
the background fog. Our results at of developement show that though 
presoaking Increases some fog grains, reduces the possibility of 
distortions v/hich Aay otherwise have been created due to longer tim 
We have found that use of clearing solution ( Stiller 
'3 
et al, 1954) in case of plates thicker than 400 microns is very 
advantageous. Clearing solution consists of : 
T A B L E VI. 
' Developement t imes of v a r i o u s t h i c k n e s s e s i n d i f f e r e n t devi 
1 Amidol Azol Dix i t B r u s s e l ' s ( 
" 2U0 ZTOO 5oT5 2Uo T^ 2U^ 1^ Boo 
'•' Soak in 
water 25 m 90 m IZOm 25 m 90 m 100 m 150 m 
(r Developer 
' at 5°c 25 " 90 " 120" 90 " 120" 40 m 100 " 150 " 
? Hot plate 
\ 27°c 25 " 30 " 30 " .... 20 " 180 " 
•• Hot bath 
• 18°c 105" 105" 39 " 
stop 20 " 90 " 120" 45 " 90 " 15 " 100 " 150 " 
.'Fixing 12 h 60 h 70 h 5 h 24 h I5h in I 60h 105 h 
I5h inn 
- vashing 12 " 60 " 72 " 12 " 60 " 12" 24 " 36 " 
-Drying 12 " 60 " 100" 12 " 60 " 12" 
Ammonium Acetate- 15.0 gm.; Citric Acid- 5«0 gm; 
Thiourea - 5.0 gm ; Water- 500 ml. 
. and 600 micron plates are put for about 24 hours in this solutii 
•' before proceeding to washing stage. This removes the stains etc 
.'' the plates are remarkably clear. The concentration of hypo shou 
*' be gradually reduced when washing starts, jtpart from clearity t] 
;'plates are uniformly developed and are free from surface distor' 
'• we have carried out all the post developiaient operations at low 
'• Temperatures (<8°c) ^nd the agitation was given by the convect: 
; -currents caused by the variation of the temperature. Dish washl] 
r :was preferred to running water and the aaiKK water asca was chani 
'•"- after small intervals. The use of guard ring v^ as made in the dr; 
^^ process. 
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Fig. 2. va r i a t ion of c lear ing tixne ( in minutes) v^/ith the hypo 
concentrat ion ( gms. per 100 cc of water) for d i f fe ren t 
thicknesses of emulsions-.50, 100, 200, and 400 microns. 
Curves A and B represent the v a r i a t i o n for each thickness 
a t temper matures of ( 9 i l ) c and ( 1 5 ^ 1 ) c r espec t ive ly . 
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Effect of hypo concentration on clearing time of thick emulsions, it'* 
Sheppard, Elliot and Sweet (1923) and others have 
shovm that at a given temperature the clearing time depends on the 
concentration of Sodium Thlo Sulphate (Hypo) in a typical manner. 
There is a sharp decrease in the dt clearing time for lower" 
concentration and a rapid increase at higher concentrations. Their 
work, however, was confined to thin emulsions only, in view of the 
fact that no similar study in the case of thick emulsions seem to 
have been repoBted, and that various workers have used different 
I 
hypo concentrations, viz. 30?'. by Wilson & Vaneslow (19^8); kO^ by, 
g '3 
Dainton, Gattikar & Lock (1951); Stiller et al(195^); 28-30°^ , by 
10-11 
Dixit (1952,195*^ )» i't was considered worthwhile to make a systemati( 
analysis of the effect of hypo concentration on the clearing time 
of thick emulsion plates. 
Plates of 50,100,200 and 400 micron thicknesses 
have been tried. Extra pure quality of podium Thlo Sulphate was usee 
and the temperatures were controlled in a thermostatically cooling 
cabinet. Equal sizes of emulsion plates were placed directly without 
any prior developeraenl^ ln equal amounts of hypo solutions. No 
agitation was given to the solution in the fixing process except 
that caused by the convection currents produced by slow variation 
of temperature. The two temperatures employed in this study were 
( 9+ 1)° and ( 15 ± 1 )°c. 
The curves of Figure Z shows the dependence of clear-
-Ing time on hypo concentrations for various thicknesses. The K 
clearing time means the time at which the last grain of silver halld 
gets dissolved i.e. point at which fixing JE rate is negligible as 
o 
seen with the eye. Curves A are for temperature ( 9 ±1 ) and B for 
-•5 2.-
( 15 *1 )°c. The curves of various thicJaiesses of omulsions have 
more or less similar shapes, which resembles those given for thin 
emulsions by Sheppard et al. At lower concentrations the clearing 
times show a steep fall and again a steep rise at higher concentra-
-tion. In between these concentration the clearing time is practica 
- lly constant. Both curves A and B show a similar type of 
behaviour,but the rise in curve B is not so steep as in curve A. 
Moreover at a given concentration the clearing time decreases with 
increase in temperature. This Is in accordance with what has been 
given for thin emulsions. 
Although the reasons for this type of variation in 
clearing time have not been established with certainity, Sheppard 
et al (I923) put forward that : 
dx k (a-x) D S ,,. 
37 = ^-^ (1) 
where S is the surface area, D is diffusion coefficient, k is a 
constant of proportionality, d is the diffusion path, a is initial 
hypo concentration, and x represents the solid (Silirer Ealide) 
dissolved in time t. When a becomes too large as compared to x, 
equation (1) reduces to: 
dx = k a D S (2) 
17 d 
= Constant 
As a increases dx will increase and tends to become 
37 
constant. This increase in salt concentration will depress the 
swelling and thereby decreases the diffusion velocity. The balance 
in two opposing factors bringd about the constant region. At still 
higher concentrations of hypo the reduction in diffusion velocity 
due to depressing in swelling, is predominant over mass action and 
clearing time^increases, 
-35-
As seen from the curves, the K±SB region tends to become-
smallei^ for thicker emulsions, it is interesting to note that a 
similar decrease of constant region occurs as the temperature falls 
The lowering of the temperature (^ feots the hardening of the emulsi 
in the same manner as the increase in salt and consequently the 
depression in diffusion velocity/is increased, which disturbs the 
balance in two opposing factors. This causes the steep rise to begl 
at lower concentration than would be the case at higher temperature 
A similar tentative explanation can be sought for thick emulsions. 
The thicker emulsions have more gelatin which will effect the 
balance due to greater depression in swelling in a way similar to 
that of temperature, it is possible that greater viscous forces 
may also be playing some part in this decrease of diffusion velocit 
( as the diffusion coefficient D = HT 1 
N ""STTTT^ where R 
is costant, T is temperature , N is Avagadro's number, r is the 
radius of silver halide grain, and TI is the viscosity). Due to 
decrease in diffusion velocity the begining of the constant region 
will occur at higher concentrations as the thickness of the emulsio 
is increased. Other factors, such as agitation, presence of other 
salts, nature of emulsion etc have their usual effects en the clear 
-ing time of thick emulsion plates. 
These results indicate that 35^ is the optimum value 
of hypo concentration which should be used for the clearing of 
emulsion plates of above mentioned thicknesses. 
3k-
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C H A P T E R IV. 
Methods of track analysis. 
Introduction^ 
I'artiole identification constitutes the main item in 
1-3 
the analysis of events, various methods have been described for thj 
but we are limited only to those which have been used by us in the 
laboratory. 
The particle is completely identified by its mass, 
energy or momentum, charge and if possible the nature of the charge 
These quantities are determined in the emulsion technique with the 
help of residual range, grain count, multiple coulumb scattering, 
delta-rays, and taper length etc. The knowledge of two or more of 
above quantities can tell the requisites of the particle. For 
identifying the charge and mass of the particl^ith the help of the 
relations, the track may be divided into three categories:-
1) those due to particles brought to rest in the emulsion. Here cha 
and mass may be deduced from range ionization, ionization- scatter! 
or range scattering calibrations. 
2) particles which are in the sub-relativistic regions, i.e. the 
particles which show slowing but do not end in the emulsion. The 
ionization scattering method may be applied over successive section! 
3) fast particles which show practically constant characteristics 
along the track. Here also ionization scattering is useful for 
determining various properties, if, however, the particle is in the 
relativistio region the cha^e may be fo\ind only by the ionization 
measurements. In Jtha principle the mass and energy of the particle 
may be obtained by finding the energy and angle of ejection of 
knock-on electrons it produces. 
The mass value may be determined by comparision with 
the tracks of recognizlble particles such asr^or ja mesons or proton 
-31-
wlthout recLuring the knowledge of explicit relation-ship for range 
ionization or scattering. For heavy particles ionization scattering 
may provide direct charge ratios. Since ^/% { where Jul/is the rest 
mass and z is charge ) is corftant for all nuclei, the scattering 
parameter ^ is a function of velocity only. Thus for two tracks 
showing the same ^, the charge relations in such cases will be give 
by the square root of the ratios of their ionizations values i.e. 
delta-ray densities. 
Range. 
In order to determine the range of the particle two 
measurements are necessary. (1) the projected length of the track o 
the focal plane of the objective And (2) The angle of dip. The 
projected length is read either by the eyepiece graticule or by 
directly measuring displacements on the micrometer heads in the X & 
Y directions. The stage is moved so that the begining and end of th 
track are in turn brought to a fixed point on the eyepiece scale. T 
tracks generally show bends duB to scattering, therefore the range 
is measured in small segments. The angle og dip is measured by 
measuring the vertical component z. Thus ijfi the coordinates of the 
two points are ( x^ .y^ jZ-j^  ) and ( X2,y2,Z2 ^ *^® iBgtla length may 
be given as: 
R^ = (^ c^ -x^ ) + (y2-yi) + (Z2-2i)^ 
for brevity if (Xg-x^ )^ = x; (y2-y3_) = y; and (Zg-z-j,) = z; 
2 2 2 ? 
we have R = x + y -^ TT . 
Tor accurate measurements the shrinkage factor is als( 
taken into consideration. The high concentration of silver bromide 
in nuclear emulsions will result in considerable reduction in their 
thickness after fixation- when unused silver is removed. The ratio 
between thicknesses of an emulsion before and after processing is 
-3T-
known as shrinkage factor. One method of its evaluation is the 
method of direct measurements, where the thickness of the emulsion 
is measured with the microscope at differenta points of the whole | 
plate and the ratio of two thicknesses gives the shrinkage factor 
k (S). This technique has been given in detail by vigneron (1949). A 
particularly elegant method of determining the value of S has been 
devised by Roads (1951) making use of the optical interference 
patterns. 
The results of these investigations give s= 2.38 +0.C 
and 2.65 t 0.0? for Ilford 02 and 05 emulsions, both at normal room 
humidity. These results are in agreement with those of Rotblat and 
Tai (1949, 1951 )^ '' 
Thus the correct range can be given as:-
R2 = x^ + y2 + (sz)2. 
for a still greater precision the range is also to be corrected for 
3 
the fluctuations due to straggling and humidity. 
Range-Energy relations. 
When a charged particle passes through matter, it 
looses the energy in random collisions with the electrons of the 
stopping material, but the process may be considered continuous 
when taken over a finite length. If any particle comes to rest afte: 
travelling a distance R, it must have spent its initial energy E in 
the formation of ion pairs whose number may be a function of E. Hen 
it is to be considered that there is a definite relationship in the 
energy and range of a given particle in a given stopping material. 
Lattes, Fowler and Cuer (1947) have measured the 
range of protons upto 13 mev in B^ emulsions. Bradner et al (1950) 
extended the range energy calibrations in 02 emulsions upto 40 mev. 
The results of measurements and the data supplied by the manufacture 
indicate that the stopping power of 02, El, G5 atla and NT2a emulsions 
§ 8 8 8 SI? 2*"'"^*^"$ 
A3W Ml XO^SBHa 
Fig .3 . I-iange - energy curves for G5 emulsions for the range of 
p a r t i c l e s upto 100,000 microns. ( Dix i t , 1952) 
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are not much different and therefore there should not be much 
difference in the range energya relations and curves, but Peck (19'^  
has indicated that small difference in composition and humidity-
may have large effects on the range energy relationships, but it 
seems rather likely that his results had a systemic error, 
/ ••> 
The range Energy curves are straight lines when plot 
-ed on a double log papej^ which shows that the relation follows a 
power law of the type: E = a R^. 
which gives the final relation, 
S = a z^ J^  MI-O R^ (4.1) 
where M is mass in proton units, F, in mev and p in microns. Lattes 
et al (1948) have given a = 0.262 and n = 0.575 while Bradner etal 
have given a = 0.251 and n = 0.581. From multiple scattering of 
•I 
cosmic ray tracks in G5 emulsions Gottestein and TTulvey (1951) have 
reported satisfactory agreement with the results of Bradner et al, 
upto proton energy of 200 mev. 
The range energy curves for various particles in 02 
emulsions were given by Bradner et al, Sut they are applicable to 
all emulsions manufactured at present. Dixit has extended the range 
energy curves for various particles upto 100^000 microns range in 
G5 emulsion. They are shown in figure 3 and are very useful for the 
purpose. We have used these curves for determining the energies of 
various particles. 
The power law given by the equation (4.1) is accura-
within 20:' for mean range above 5 J^ ev to 50 mev. The various factors 
effecting the rangesc will however effect the accuracy of range 
energy relations. 
For sub-relativistic particles i.e. in the region 
E/U<C0.1 ( where ^= 2E/|X ) the energy loss obeys a power law of th( 
type •^''^  . 
Fowler (1950) has given that dE = 0.587 z^ &''^^ (4.2») 
dR 
kev per micron. The value of d:s/dR can be had from his curves and 
thus the velocity of the particle can be directly deduced from the 
relation. This relation has also been applied to near relativistic 
particles (0.08 < E/ja<3) to deduce the velocity, variation of 
grain density, and the value of scattering constant. Thus to sum uj 
the measuement of range R in the emulsion allows a direct determina 
- tion of mass in proton units by the relation :-
4E = M°-^2 ^ 0.58 . 
Also with the approximation that M = 2z for heavy particles the 
equation (4.1) is reduced to :-
3^ = ^1.5B BO.58 
for the purpose of charge identification. 
Grain Counting. 
The density of grains in a given track is a measure of 
the energy loss of the particle in the emilsion. But the relation-
- ship between the energy loss and grain density is not a simple on 
because the phenomena of surface charge and recombination of ions 
will tend to reduce the relative sensitiitity of the emulsion at ver 
high specific ionization. Demers (1947) and Webb (1948) have given 
the treatment of the rate of grain productions in nuclear emulsions 
Their treatment is based on y the theory of Gurney and Mott. 
Cosidering the effects of space ctirge etc Blau (1949) suggested thai 
A 1 
effective specific ionization (I) be taken as (dK/dR)2. The grain 
counting in electron sensitive emulsions provide a measure of the 
velocity of a singly charged particle. 
The grain counting is a simple matter if the grains 
are perfectly resolved. This condition is nearly fulfilled by a tra< 
of/low grain density. However, the presence of the background grains, 
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varlatlon in thej/size of developed grains, occasional clusters 
introduce subjective factors in the counting procedure even in the 
case of thin tracks. On the other hand in the case of heavily ionizj 
particles the grains are so much clustered and clogged that the 
resolution is hard to find, that is why when gi^lOO grains per 100 
microns direct grain counting is seldom used. 
For more objective grain counting the procedure used t 
us ±!i is that with the help of the eyepieces scale we divide the tra 
and count any grouping which is large than the accepted size of a 
sigle (Eattes et al, 1948). very small or pin point grains are to be 
17 
left and ignored. Fowler & Perkins (1951) have described the number 
of grains in a segment of 1 micron length as equal to (2.4 x 1) grai 
Apart from it the photometric method of grain countin 
has also been given by Blau et al (1950) which actually counts the 
blob density. 
iO 
Lattes et al(1948) were first to use the method of 
grain counting for the determination of the mass of the particle. Tb 
»s '** 
method was extended by Brown et al (1949) and O'Ceallaigh (1951) for 
400 micron Kodak NT4 and 400 micron G5 emulsions. The simplest metho 
of analysis by grain counting for determining the mass ratio of two 
particles ending 14 the emulsion is to compare ranges at equal 
ionization density, assuming g = f^  (^  ) = ^2 ^ ^ /^ •^ 
for deaereasing the statistical errors, gradully the integrated ioniz 
- tion procedures are adopted.that is .total number of grains upto a 
l^EJElKin particular range R are counted. This gives M = M x F'CR/M ) 
and the value of the mass can be found if nature of function F (l/M 
is known, Lattes et al (1949) have given :-
M = K z^^' M1-^* R^' (4.2) 
They have given K = 76 and n' = 0.711 for Ilford 02 emulsions. The 
method gives direct particle mass when applied under good conditions 
and performed by experienced observers. 
The above method is applicable to slow particles whic 
end 14 the emulsion, but for grey tracks which do not end in the em' 
- sion, it has been shown that grain density is proportional to 
dE/dR and velocity depends on /^"''''t The rest mass in such cases is 
obtained by the ratio of I'/i and \'^l^ derived from its grain density. 
If g* is normalised grain density i.e. grain density relative to 
that for very fast particles the relation/'/^ /p= ( g*)"'^ '^ ''. This givei 
satisgactory results in the region 1.5 < g*<4 when direct grain 
counting is used with Gr5 plates. For reiativistic region the grain 
density and scattering parameter { <^ /100 microns) is used for the 
determination of mass. 
The method gives the mass value within few percent 
if the track is about 1 cm long and the conditions of developement 
are quite favourable. 
Bradt & Peters (1950) and Dainton, Fowler & Kent (19? 
have used the method of grain count for the determination of charge 
both in C2 and G5 emulsions, it has been found that in C2 emulsions 
I varies as z^, but on other conditions it is expected that a 
relativistic particle of high z and a slow particle of low z will 
show different grain densities at the same value of i) dE/dR, The 
method still needs attention for reaching its final stage. 
Multiple CouliMh Scattering, 
A charged particle undergoes small deflections in its 
path when it passes through matter. These are due to elastic collisi 
with the atomic nuclei in its path and is often termed as multiple 
coulumb scattering. Base and Chowdhary (1941) were first to suggest 
the use of scattering for finding the mass and energy of the particl 
Later the technique has been applied by Perkins (1947), Lattlmore 
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(19^ '!8), Goldschmidt-Glermont (19^8) in Ilford B^ and 02 plates. 
Direct measiirement of scattering with the microscope eyepiec^nd 
graticule, was first given by Fowler (1950) and Goldechmidt-Clermor 
(1950r! 
The theory of scattering was put forward by Y/illiams 
17 1? 
(1939), (1940) which was extended by Holier (1951). Mathematical 
results have been given in the convenient form by scott (1952). 
According to Williams, the mean deflection suffered by the particle 
in traversing a path length t in a medium of atomic number z, 
containing n atoms per unit volume may be given as:-
? = ^ - ^ ^ ^ - ^ =S-^  (4.3) 
where S is convenient unit of angle and L is a log^ piithemic factor. 
The results of step wise integration over M collisions, experienced 
in the path length t yeilds, 
L = 0.80 (loggM)2 + 1.45 where M = (n/2) ^'/4>y^^, 
This yields the final,form as : 
where t is the cell length and the other form is obtained by 
expressing t in units of 100 microns.The scattering constant with 
normal nuclear emulsions should be given by K = lOL. 
Two methods have generally been put l-orward for the 
direct measurements of scattering. The first is that given by 
Goldschmidt-Glermont (19^8). Here the hair line of an eyepiece 
graticule is aligned with the track so as 
to give the best fit with the grains in the 
field of view. The field is arranged equal 
to half cell length. Overlapping deflections ^%^ ' 
between alternate settings are considered (Fig. ^  ) i.e. <<,..^^-^^ ^ 
'^^--fl^'ft^^ etc from which an arithmetic mean (with cut off) is determinec 
for the track. 
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The second method has been given by Ti"owler (1950) and is oft< 
described as 'coordinate' or 'sagitta' method. The method has been 
given in greater detail by Menon, O'Ceallalgh & Rochat (1951). This 
method gives best result with moveable stages. Here the track is 
approximately taken parallel to either of the axes and an eyepiece 
graticule is arranged perpendicular to it. Lateral track coordinate 
are read at successive intervals along the stage motion (Fig.fi^ ). 
Difference of the successive coordinate 
readings 3i = 7-^ -72' ^2 ^ ^2"^^' ®*° 
provides a means for the measurements 
of angles between successive chords. 
P CD *S 
From these the arithmetic mean D is 25 ' 
found. The scattering is found by ^ (fc;= (D / tklSO/Trdeg., which can 
be converted to '^  (100 microns) = '<obs(100/t )^. Apart from these 
% % 
Tr^i 
3° SI 
methods, Mediarmid (1951) and Kabbdl (19^^) have also given their 
methods for the deter-mination of scattering parameter. 
Biswas, George & Peters (1953) have given a new methoc 
for mass determination,depending on multiple coul^b scattering. In 
this method the cell length varies in successive measurements so as 
to compensate for momentum loss and to keep the mean deviation 
between cells constant for the whole track. 
The value of scattering constant used in equation (4,4) 
has been found by Fowler (1950), Gamerini et al (1950) using the 
for known particle and have found relation f/s/^  ^ ^^Z ^ 0-0 ^ >u^ j^ 
the value as 32. 7 with measurements on grey proton tracks. The valu 
-2. 
generally remains about 25-26, but Voyvodlc and Pickup (1951) have 
given the value of K = 21. 
Generally the scattering parameter is crrected for (a) 
large angle scattering, and (b) for noise , (c) for track distortion, 
! The large angle scattering has a pronounced effect and in order to 
avoid it all the measurements which are more tjian 4 times the avers 
are neglected before taking the arithmetic;;for getting D. But some-
times even this cut off is insufficient for a certainity that the 
-effect been toia tally neglected. The noise means the apparent 
fluctuations in track directions which are due to particle's scatte 
-ing. These may be created due to Irregularties in the stage motion 
errors in reading or setting, and due to the spreading of centres o 
developed grains about the true particle trajectory. One method to 
eliminate it is to make scattering measurements on jr two cell lengt] 
s, and Sg and to get D^ and D2, then true<5^ (100 micron) will be 
given by:-
<.^»oo.nLc..^,> =. J T ^ > - - ^ + / i / l j E S (4.5) 
where A is one scale division in micron. 
Corrections are also made for track distortions whicl 
means the curvature introduced in processing. Different types of 
distortions viz. C-shaped, s-shaped, chopping,etc are introduced in 
the plates and have been discussed by Bonnetti et al (I95I), Dainton 
et al (I95I) and Fowler (1950). They have also given the methods for 
the corrections of such distortions. 
The mass determinations of the particles which are 
ending in the emulsion, is quite easy. From range auBJtgyx scattering 
relation we get; 
4E = M°*^^ R^-58 =at>p, = 2K/5C mev (4.6) 
and hence the mass can be evaluated. The mass of the particle is 
expressed here in proton units. This gives the mass as: 
M - 2K3-7 ( 5;)-2.37 (jjjl.37 (^^^^ 
and the charge as : 
z = (I.5 K)^*'^- (^ )"^ *'73 R-1-0 (4.8) 
IT-
Menon and Rochat (195l)tisve given a simpler method for ma 
determination. The mean deflection for 100 micron- JC' - is found fo: 
the effective range. The effective range is given by 0.72 R where 1 
is the total range. The mass is evaluated by the parameter: 
P = 1.37 log R • 2.37 log^. 
where R is micrdns and ^in degrees per 100 microns. Also: 
P = 7.243 - lo&Ji where M is mass in mev. 
If the particle is not ending, then the relation t^ /^^ -- y, 
or <^  " ^yj:-^ gives the value of t^/s., provided the value of K and ^ 
are ioiown. 
Errors in this are of the order of 25^ if the corrections 
are not applied. The range scattering method for charge determinati 
has not been used widely and still needs attention. 
Gap Length. 
For avoiding ununiformity of developement and the diffe: 
-ntK types of distortions caused in processing, generally the mean 
gap length or total gap length methods are used for the identifica-
- tion of the particle's energy and massy6tc. The process has been 
suggested by Fowler and has been given by Friedlander(1954) ;Here alJ 
the gaps abve 0.5, 1.0, 2,0, and 4.0 microns are measured with 
eyepiece graticules. Every gap is observed and classified according 
to which interval it exceeds. Thus for each segment we may plot on a 
log-linear paper 5 points which will lie on a straight line. If N* 
is the number of gaps exceeding 6, and Ne.j.exceeding t^ , the mean gap 
length G may be given by the relation :-
Ne,/Ne^= exp ( -(6,-6^ )/ G) (4.9) 
There is no effect of processed grain diameter. The met 
has also been given by Hodgson. He has given the gap density as 
( dE/dR)"^*' which gives for total gap length :-
-4-7' 
Mg = b2 G"3-33 1^ 4.33 
This method gives correct particle mass when it is applied over goc 
conditions. It has been recently used by some workers and still 
needs improvements. 
Delta Rays. 
The particle having charge greater than two does not 
produce any resolved grains even at high energies, The rat^ of enei 
loss of such particles is so high that secondary electrons are 
produced with sufficient energy sd) as tf> leave observable tracks ir 
the emulsion. The number of such electrons or 6 - rays is a functior 
of dE/dx and with range they provide methods for the determination 
of charge and energy . 
The method was first applied by -frier, Lofgren,Ney & 
Oppenheimer (19^^), Bradt & peters (1948). Bradt & Pet-ers (1951,19 
and Dainton, Fowler & Kent (1951)>(1952) have advanced the method i 
Kodak NTB3 and G5 emulsion-s respectively. 
TWO common procedures for S - ray counting are based 
the establishment of either a minimum leggth or a minimum grain cou 
criteri|in. Frier et al (1948) x]| required that each electron counts 
should have a length of 1.5 microns from the primary track.Bradt an 
Peters required U or more grains in a row. The grain criteria has 
been used more videly in subsequent experiments. Various curves hav 
•36 37 
been put forward by Zajac and Ross (19^'9), Blum( 1951) .With grain 
count criteria one may also estimate the minimum energy from a grai 
density- energy loss calibration in a given batch of emulsion. 
Sorensen (1951) has given detailed account of his procedure of 
counting . A counting efficiency of lO- on slow alpha particles was 
estimated by Bradt and Peters (1948) and about VO'' by Crussard etal 
(1952). vath tzaB three grain criteria Voyvodic (195or reprted 
- -to " 
maximum S - ray density about 6*24 per 100 microns for protons and 
alpha particles at residual range of 500 microns. This is in 
agreement with Rutherford formula shpwing a maxiinHai counting 
efficiency of 100^'. This shows that 6- rays allow absolute charge 
determination. 
Following methods are used for identifying the charg 
of particles;(1) Total number of ^ -rays upto range R (2) Comparisic 
of maximum i'-ray density. (3) Range density (4) Scattering density,. 
Crussard and Sorensen have shown that (1) and (2) are applicable to 
short tracks such as nuclear fragments. If the track length is more 
than 700 microns, absolute charge determination can be done upto 
z = 8, but due to limited ±±sa±±itA 5-ray numbers it is, sometimes, 
difficult to distinguish close elements like He & Li or Li & Be. po: 
zyB the clogging of 5-rays and increasing track width makes the 
chrge determination difficult. l ethods (3) and (4) have already beei 
discussed before. Hoang (1951) has given the ^- ray density as a 
power law: , p;, n Lf, 
Na = A 2 Z ^ - ^ ^ H ° * ^ (4.10) 
which corresponds to velocity dependences/s'*', for subrelativistic 
particles,Accurate charge determinations can be made with the 
comparision of curves given for various known particles. 
Taper Length. 
The charge of the particle can be estimated by this 
method if t^ feey happen' to end 14 the emulsion. The track of charge > 2 
A 
are quite thick and begin becoming narrower at the end of their rang 
and ultimately stop. This tapering occurs because the initially 
stripped nuclei capture electron^hen their energies become small. 
This reduces the charge on the nucleus and consequently the rate of 
energy loss. The tapered length may be used to calculate an approxi-
mate value of atomic number z if it is assumed that electron capture 
- 4T-
occurs only when its velocity is equal to that of the electrons in 
K shell, and since the velocities of K shell electrons are 
proportional to atomic number z, the taper length should also be 
a function of z. We can write taper length : 
L = (V/..) dv = (c^V'^^r-'X ,4.n, 
Frier et al (1948) have given the curves indicating 
relation in taper length and atomic number. They have given , 
L = 0.5 z^' Hoang and Morlett (1950) found experimentally that 
an equation of the form: L = a z"^  has a better fit 
with the data. Here «< is of the order ofl 1. This point still needs 
clarification. 
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Chapter y 
Study of S t a r producing r a d i a t i o n a t mountain a l t i t u d e s 
INTRODUCTION 
Blau and Wambacher (1937)' showed for the f i r s t time t h a t i f 
the emulsion p l a t e s a r e l e f t a t the mountain a l t i t u d e s , e v e n t s showing 
nuc l ea r d i s i n t e g r a t i o n s a r e obse rved . These even t s a r e named as s t a r 
The number of s t a r s i n c r e a s e s very r a p i d l y with t h e a l t i t u d e and the 
r a t e was p r a c t i c a l l y equal to t h a t of the so f t component, hence i t 
was thought e r roneous ly t h a t t h e s e d i s i n t e g r a t i o n s were connected 
wi th the so f t component of cosmic r a d i a t i o n . Later W.>'. powell(1946) 
and Hazen (1944; found some examples of the s t a r s in the c loud-
chamber working under s e v e r a l cm, of l ead p l a t e s and showed t h a t 
s t a r s were not connected with the so f t component of cosmic r a y s . 
Main r e s u l t s on t h e s t a r s showed t h a t they were of two k i n d s . The 
f i r s t type of s t a r s were c r e a t e d by n e u t r a l p a r t i c l e s o the r than 
r - r a y s , and the second type e q u a l l y by p ro tons and Neut rons , The 
f i r s t type of s t a r s were much more f requen t than second t y p e . The 
low energy i n t e r a c t i o n s were due to Neutrons and high energy ones 
due to p ro tons and n e u t r o n s , 
A.Kroff (1948) summarized the v^toole da t a and had shown t h a t 
(1) t he s i z e of the d i s r u p t i o n s i n c r e a s e s s lowly with i nc r ea s ing s i ze 
of the t a r g e t n u c l e u s . 
(2) The products of d i s in t eg ra t ion are generally Protons and Neutrons 
in the energy range of $. 4-20 Mev, 
(3) The events Increase rapid ly with elevations and the number of 
Neutrons and Protons i s roughly equal in the products . The Protons 
contr ibute to t o t a l ion iza t ion and the Neutrons build up new isotopes 
a t a slow r a t e . 
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On the basis of t h i s information the en t i ty producing the 
d i s in tegra t ions could be i d e n t i f i e d . All p a r t i c l e s v i z . Protons, 
Neutrons, Mesons, photons and Electrons can produce nuclear 
d i s i n t e g r a t i o n s . If we consider the crossect ion for each possible 
process i t w i l l vaiy with the energy of the p a r t i c l e and the natur< 
of the t a rge t nucleus, and i t was concluded t h a t Neutrons were mail 
responsible for the production of nuclear events . All these s ta rs 
were termed as Evaporation s t a r s because thei r formation was f i r s t 
s 
explained by N. Bohr (1937) on the basis of the evaporation of 
the nucleiis. 
General fea tures of the evaporation s t a r s can be explained 
b r i e f ly by the following points (1) Size frequency. This point was 
invest igated by Page (1950) with C2 emulsions and showed that if t t 
l o 
No. o j |pTo>N*5 
s t a r frequency be p lo t t ed against s t a r 
s ize on a l og - l i nea r paper, the curves 
seem to follow two absorption processes , 
one for the low pronged s t a r s ( < 6 prongs) 
and other for high pronged s t a r s 
( > 6 prongs) . The two por t ions may be • * , it 
given by the following equa t ions : -
N (>n) = A exp ( -0,521 n)for n < 6 , 
N (>n) = 0.38 ^ exp ( -0."331 n) for n>6 
TEis iix decrease in the s ta r frequency with increasing s ta r size 
i s an indica t ion of low energy, primaries in the atmosphere. 
Barton, George and Jason (1951 f have given p lo t of frequency of 
occurance of s t a r s i . e . N(E) dE against logr^thim of t o t a l energy 
released in the s t a r . The r e s u l t s f a l l on a s t r a igh t l ine througho 
the whole range of s t a r s , and hence, can be explained by a power 
law of the type; 
N(E)dE = K dE/ E^ with Y^ 2.65 t 0 . 1 . 
(2) The type of p a r t i c l e s emitted from the s t a r s : This has been 
done with the emulsions, where energies are found by the range of 
the p e r t i c l e , when masses of the p a r t i c l e s are known, Perkins, Pag< 
e t c . worked with C2 emulsions. I t was found tha t pa r t i c l e s were 
I so t rop ica l ly d i s t r i b u t e d and the r a t i o of the p a r t i c l e s with charge 
2e (alpha p a r t i c l e s ) to to the p a r t i c l e s with charge e (protons) 
seem to be appreciably higher for l i f t e r m a t e r i a l s . 
•^ n extensive study of the s t a r s was taken up by Brown et a l , 
(1949) with e lec t ron sens i t ive p l a t e s a t an a l t i t u d e of 3,450 meters 
above sea l e v e l . They have c l a s s i f i ed the t racks according to the 
gra in dens i t i e s v i z . black, grey, and minimum ionizat ion or t h i n . 
Gray t racks are mainly due to knock on protons while black tracks 
were due to evaporat ion. Fowler (1950) has confirmed the r e su l t s 
of Brown et a l , and has shown tha t gray t racks are mainly due to 
protons and th in t racks are due t o - meson. Also the black tracks 
are d i s t r ibu ted i s o t r o p i c a l l y lA^ile the grey th in t racks have the 
tendency of coll imating downwards. The r a t i o of grey to black track 
i s 1 : 3 while the average number of evaporation prongs per knock 
on nucleon i s about 1.5.Broim et a l . have given an emprical formula 
for finding the t o t a l energy for s t a r s ize greater than 7 prongs 
(grey and black) v i z . E(Mev) = 37 Nh + ImW 
where Nh are t o t a l niomber of t r acks observed with ionizat ion greater 
than 1.5 times the minimum. Here the allowance is made for the 
energy carr ied away by alpha p a r t i c l e s and Neutrons, 
Many s t a r s show a short thick track which seen to be due to 
r e c o i l of some heavy nucleus, Hardinge (1949) has made an extensive 
study and has found t h a t 34* of s t a r s of s ize 2-5 prongs and 5^ 
of s t a r s of s ize 6-9 prongs have v i s ib le r eco i l p a r t i c l e s . He has 
deduced the mean momentum t ransfer red to heavy nucleus to be 175 Mev/ 
on the bas i s of the mean range while the mean exc i ta t ion energy is 
190 Mev, The mean veloci ty of the r e c o i l nucleus was estimated to 
be 0,01 0 vdiile t h a t of the evapora ted p a r t i c l e s to be about 0 ,2c . 
La te r Pe rk ins (1949 )'i B o n n e t t i and Dilworth (1949) , S6rens©n(1949)"^ 
have extended the I n v e s t i g a t i o n s on heavy n u c l e i and Pe rk ins has 
r e p o r t e d t h a t the p a r t i c l e s of charge from 2-10, wi th maxinnja energ 
of 300 Mev, can be emi t t ed from the s t a r s . 
The s t u ( ^ of s t a r s w a t h igh a l t i t u d e s was c a r r i e d out by 
many workers v i z . Fowler (1950)» Camerini e t a l . ( 1 9 4 9 ) . Camerini e-
a l . have c a r r i e d out t h e i r exper iments with G5 emulsions upto a 
h e i g h t of 70,000 f t . and i n d i c a t e d the presence of protons and some 
smal le r numbers of j ^ u ^ r o n and T r i t o n s . Rest of the p a r t i c l e s a re 
mos t ly A- mesons wi th K.E. l e s s than 150 Mev. Some e lec tpons were 
a l s o p r e s e n t as the product of d i s i n t e g r a t i o n . Above t h i s height 
t he s t a r s showed a c o l l i m a t i n g beam of shower p a r t i c l e s , cons i s t i ng 
of e i t h e r n me sons or p r o t o n s . These types of s t a r s a r e u sua l l y 
c a l l e d ' J e t s ' . 
THEORIES OF 3TAR FORMiiTION. 
The f i r s t s u c c e s s f u l t heo ry for the format ion of s t a r s was put 
forward by N. Bohr on the b a s i s of nuc l ea r e v a p o r a t i o n . Men a fast 
nucleon pas ses through the nucleus t h i s l e a d s to a genera l hea t ing 
up or e x c i t a t i o n of the n u c l e u s . I f the e x c i t a t i o n energy of t h i s 
e x c i t e d nuc leus i s l e s s than the Binding energy the nucleus w i l l not 
exp lode . I t w i l l behave l i k e a f l u i d i n thermal e q u i l i b r i u m . The 
nuc leons w i l l c o l l i d e w i t h each o t h e r in a s i m i l a r f a sh ion as the 
molecules of the gas or l i q u i d , and by s t a t i s t i c a l f l u c t u a t i o n one o 
the nucleon may ge t more energy than the average and leave the nucle 
This p r o c e s s w i l l cont inue t i l l whole of the nucleus comes to normal 
or s t a b l e s t a t e . 
Bohr sugges ted t h a t the nuc l ea r p rocesses must be t r e a t e d 
as a many body problem because of s h o r t ranges of the nuc l ea r forces 
which r e q u i r e s the p a r t i c l e t o i n t e r a c t s t r o n g l y i f they i n t e r a c t 
a t a l l . The I n c i d e n t p a r t i c l e i s captured a t l e a s t t e m p o r a r i l y , by 
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target nuc3ais to form a 'Compound nucleus', m case of nuclear 
collision the whole of the incident energy is distributed among all 
the nuclear particles due to the close coupling. Thus, a compound 
nucleus formed by such collisions settles to a normal stable state 
by losing its energy through the emission of material particles 
(disintegration) or emission of photons {electromagnetic radiation). 
The particular process is independant of the incident collision. The 
nuclear reaction can be divided into two stages - firstly formation 
of a compound nucleus and secondly ejection of particles or particle 
IS 
Heisenberg in 1937 has pointed out that this two stage proces 
is unnecessary and inappropriate. A direct ejection may occur if th 
emitted particles lie on the surface of the nuclei and if the velocit 
is distributed outwards. The liquid drop model may also fail for 
the high excitation energy. Thus, as mentioned by Heitler (1938) 
that for high excitation energy (~ 100-1000 jjev) it may happen that 
local evaporation takes place at area where collision occurs before 
be energy can be transferred to the v;hole nucleus. The local 
evaporation taking place before thermal equilibrium is reached and 
it depends on the heat conductivity of nucleus, a quantity not easil 
measurable, Eeitler has remarked that in the case of low ezcitation 
energy (where excitation energy is less than the Binding energy) the 
equilibrium is attained before any particle escapes, 
Weisskopf (1937) has given the probability of the emission of 
a neutron with energy between E and E + dE is of the form:-
P{E) dE = (E/T2) exp { -E/T) dE .,• (5.1) 
where T i s the n u c l e a r t empera tu re and T and E both a r e measured in 
Mev, The tempera ture T i s r e l a t e d t o the e x c i t a t i o n energy U by the 
e q u a t i o n , U = /^  T*^  
where /3 i s cons tan t i nvo lv ing atomic weight of the nuc leus and n 
depends on x>iie aasoiaed i.Vweraction ( v i z , l i q u i d d rop , gas model e t c , i 
For l i q u i d drop model n = 3» l a t h e case of charged p a r t i c l e s 
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equation (5»1) 2iay change to : 
P( l ) dE * (E-7)/f2 e i p . (- ( E - V ) / T ) dE .(5*2) 
where 7 i s the height of the po ten t i a l b a r r i e r . The effect of the 
b a r r i e r i s simply to sh i f t the whole energy d i s t r i bu t i on by an amoun 
¥• Perkins (1947) has shown t h a t there afe many p a r t i c l e s emitted 
from the nucleus which have much higher energy than given on the basj 
of evaporation. These high energy p a r t i c l e s are undoubtedly protons 
r e s u l t i n g from the »knoJc- on» process given by Heisenberg, 
The presence of some very low energy protons and alpha par t ic le 
may be explained on the bas is of b a r r i e r penetrat ion f i r s t suggested 
by Gamow to explain the low energy alphas from radioact ive elements. 
But Fujlmoto and Yamaguchi (1949) and Lecouteur (1950) have suggested 
another n»thod. They have suggested t h a t in l a t e r stage of cooling 
the nucleus emits many more neutrons than protons , thus increasing th< 
ZKot r a t i o of atomic char fee to atomic number. The nucleus thus becomes 
uns tab le , and loss of pos i t ive charge or emission of 'decay protons ' 
become more probable than the emission of pos i t ive p a r t i c l e . The l i f e 
time of th i s process is found to be between 10,14 sec , to lO-i^ sec , 
for nucleus of atomic wt, 100 for the emission of protons in the 
energy range 1.5 - 3»0 Mlv. 
Equation (5»2) i s t r u e for l iqu id drop where lap molecules 
evaporated from the drop of water is taken analogous to d i s in tegra t ion 
but the number of p a r t i c l e s in the nucleus are so small (100) tha t 
ac tua l ly the nucleus cools down a f te r emission of each p a r t i c l e , 
Hardlnge Lattimore and Perkins have allowed t h i s cooling and they have 
shown tha t experimental curves a r e in a be t t e r f i t with the gas model 
±k r a the r than the l iqu id drop one. 
Fermi gas Model. 
This model i s a lso known as S t a t i s t i c a l model of the nucleus. 
Here the nucleus is considered to be made of the gas of protons and 
neut rons . This model ignores the surface effect l i k e capp l l i a r i ty 
TMiich is a serious omission. The voliuae of the gas is : 
4 A/3 (1,5 X 10"13) A ajod the particles will occupy the lowest 
available states* The nucleon gas is completely JKHK degenerate. 
The excitation of the nucleus, the extent to which higher stat 
are occupied, may be expressed by attributing a temperature to the 
gas. This temperature T is often measured on 'dynamic' scale, where 
Bolt2manK = 1 and KT may be written as T. Writing KT for it, the 
state T = 0, correspond* to complete degeneracy. At T = 0 the numbe; 
of states upto highest one occupied are equal to the nximber of partii 
with Z or (A-^) depending whether protons or neutrons are considered, 
The emission of a neutron from a nucleus may be considered 4n 
evaporation of the particle from a statistical group of particles 
held in a potential well, in such excitations generally the energy 
carried away is KTi viiioh is much less than the total excitation 
energy of the group of particles. For example suppose a nucleus of 
A = 100 and z = 44 has excitation energy of 20 Mev, The B.E. for 
neutron is about 8 Mev and the temperature will be about 1,3 M4v. 
Thus, the neutron will have about 2.6 Mev energy when it escapes. 
This will still leave about 10 Mev energy which is sufficient to emit 
another neutron. When the excitation energy goes below the B.E. of 
neutron, the nucleus may decay by r» emission. 
The protons are to cross the potential barrier also before 
they can escape from the nucleus and it is of the order of 5-10 Mev. 
for medium element. Thus, a proton will require ( 8 + 5 ) energy for 
coming out and may come out if the excitation energy is 20 Mev. But 
the protons are less likely to escape. For elements of small z, the 
potential barrier is small and the number of protons emitted are 
praotically fsa^, equal to the number of neutrons, but for large z the 
neutron emission dominates, V/hen the excitation energy is much large 
as in the case of cosmic ray phenomena the alphas or even the heavier 
fragments may be emitted from the nucleus. 
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ABSORPTION MEAN FREE PATH(or a t tenuat ion lengthf^ 
I t is defined by t h ^ v e r a g e thickness which wi l l reduce the 
in t ens i ty of N - rays by a factor of 1/e. Thus i f i^ i s the 
i n t e n s i t y a t any point -^  and I a t the point B, which is x gm/cm^ 
below A then the r e l a t i o n between land l^ is given by : 
I = IQ exp {-X/AA) (5.3) 
where-^A is known as absorption coef f ic ien t . 
Absorption of s t a r producing r ad ia t ion in atmosphere has been 
widely studied by Camerini e t a l (19^9); Lord and Schien (1950f. 
Both have used the G5 emulsions and have extended the i r studies upt 
70,000 and 95,000 f t , (15 gm/cm^ res idua l atmosphere). The r e su l t s 
indica te a great increase in s tar r a t e with a l t i t u d e and also a 
s t r i k i n g change in the d i s t r i b u t i o n of p a r t i c l e s from the s t a r s . 
There i s a marked increase in the number of high energy events at 
higher a l t i t u d e s . Lord and Schien have found tha t a t 95,000 f t . 
90^ j of the s t a r s are created by the charged p a r t i c l e s but a t 11,000 
(Brown et a l ) p r a c t i c a l l y equal numbers are created by protons and 
neutrons, 
I'he absorption length of s ta r producing rad ia t ion was also 
measured at mountain a l t i t u d e s by Bernardlni , ^ o r t i n i and Manfredin 
(l949i Bridge, Hazen, Rossi and Williams (19^8). Bernardini et al^' 
have found the value of -^air = 135 *^ gm/cm^ upto 20,000 f t . 
using C2 emulsions, George and Jason have also used similar platei 
and have found -^air = 150 * 7 gm|cm^ upto the height of 3,i+57 mete-
Bridge et a l used cloud chamber for these s tudies and gDt the 
—2 value of the absoption length about I38 gm, cm. 
I t has a l so been shown t h a t there i s no marked change in 
the d i s t r i b u t i o n of the s ize of s t a r s upto 20,000 f t , from sea leve; 
'i-'his goes to ind ica te tha t N rays ( s t a r producing rad ia t ion) are 
p r a c t i c a l l y in the s t a t e of equil ibrium in the lower a l t i t u d e s , 
^ r i e r , Ney and Oppenheimer (1949) have studied s t a r s ize frequency 
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and have found t lmt there i s a marked decrease in the low pironged 
(3-5 prongs) s t a r s as we go to the top of the atmosphere, 6 or more 
11 
pronged s t a r s p r a c t i c a l l y remain cons tant , Caxnerini et al (1949) hay« 
shown t h a t these small s t a r s are due t o evaporation process and are 
excited by a process which i s of secondary o r i g i n . 
The absorpt ion length in condensed matter has also been studied 
by Bernard e t al» They have shown tha t t he s tar producing radia t ion 
showed a t r a n s i t i o n effect in lead and the maxima was indicated a t 2 c 
th ickness , Malaspina has shown tha t the maxima can also be had even 
if the absorbing mater ial i s kspt a t t he bottom of the p l a t e s . This 
goes t o prove t h a t the maxima is c losely corre la ted t o N-rays, and the 
N-rays are completely i so t rop i ca l l y d i s t r ibu ted in the absorber. The 
absorption length in lead has been given to be (430 =F 90)gm/cm^. 
Other absorbing mater ia l s could not exhibi t a similar t r a n s i t i o n effec-
The l a t i t u d e effect of s ta r producing rad ia t ion was measured b^  
Yagoda (1949)*"^  Salant (1949)''; Simpson (1949) J Lattimore (1949)" and 
Dixit (195(D)^ , Yagoda has given tha t 6^67 f t , the r a t e of s t a r s f a l l s 
by a factor of 2,6 between geomagnetic l a t , of 55°N and 39 N. All 
workers have found a decrease in the l a t i t u d e effect with increasing 
s t a r s i z e , Lattimore has shown t h e s ta r r a t e at Jungfraujoch and 
Andes a t 11,500 f t . using G5 emulsions. His r e s u l t s indicate an overa] 
increase of (2,1 + 0.4) s t a r s per c , c , per day as we go from Andes to 
Jungfrau joch. 
The decrease in l a t i t u d e effect for large s t a r s i s s imilar t o 
penetra t ing showers and has be«i explained on t h e same b a s i s , Saaller 
s t a r s are genera l ly produced by nucleons which are progeny of Primary 
Cosmic ray p a r t i c l e s and have energy lower than the cut off value 
corresponding to the p a r t i c u l a r geomag. La t i tude , where the observation 
are made. Lattimore has shown t h a t data requires a t l e a s t half of the 
s t a r s which have been produced by primary cosmic ray nucleons while the 
other hal f by secondary nucleons. The r a t i o of p a r t i c l e s in the two 
^6t-
groups i s about 1 : 50, any e f f e c t e x h i b i t e d by the p r imar ies w i l l 
be much pronounced in the s e c o n d a r i e s , 
STATEMENT OF PROBIEMS. 
In view of the above i n f o r n a t i o n the s tudy of s t a r s on 
the fo l lowing p o i n t s was under taken in t h i s l a b o r a t o r y by t h e 
au thor : -
(1) The s tudy of a b s o r p t i o n l e n g t h of S t a r producing r a d i a t i o n 
us ing e l e c t r o n s e n s i t i v e p l a t e s a t an a l t i t u d e of 13,500 f t . 
with a view to confirm some of the previous r e s u l t s , 
(2) To c a l c u l a t e the L a t i t u d e e f f e c t of s t a r producing r a d i a t i o n 
and t o e v a l u a t e the s t a r r a t i o s 
(3) TO find out the d i r e c t i o n a l e f f e c t s of cosmic r a y phenomenaa 
v i z , 
(a) d i r e c t i o n a l e f f e c t s of s i n g l e s recorded in e l e c t r o n sens: 
t i v e p l a t e s wi th a view of f ind ing the as symmetries, 
(b) d i r e c t i o n a l e f f e c t s of s t a r s - i f -any. 
EXEERB'ISNTAL DETAILS AND RESULTS. 
The Gulmarg Research Observatory provided us the advantage 
of ca r ry ing out t h i s s t u d y . The o b s e r v a t o r y i s s i t u a t e d a t 9,000 ft 
above sea l e v e l a t a Geomagnetic L a t i t u d e of 24° 36» . This he igh t s 
of 13,000 and more are e a s i l y approachable from t h e r e . A l l t h e 
p l a t e s were exposed i n t h e c lose v i c i n i t y of t h i s Observa to ry . 
Di f fe ren t ba tches of 200 microns t h i c k G5 emulsion p l a t e s 
were exposed without absorbe r a t d i f f e r e n t a l t i t u d e s . One ba tch was 
exposed fo r S 7 days a t an a l t i t u d e of 13,500 f t , and o t h e r a t 9,000 
-Another batch of s i m i l a r p l a t e s was exposed for about k8 dajrs under 
6 cm, of l e a d abscsjrber a t 9,000 f t . A l l t h e s e p l a t e s were placed 
in the v e r t i c a l d i r e c t i o n i n a l i g h t wooden box. The boxes were 
s i m i l a r i n a l l ca ses and were p laced on t h e h o r i z o n t a l plane so tha t 
t h e d i r e c t i o n of p l a t e s was not a t a l l d i s t u r b e d . At t h e a l t i t u d e 
of 13,500 f t , s i m i l a r p l a t e s were p laced i n ano the r box, arranged a t 
-e>--
30° and 60° on e i t he r side of ttB v e r t i c a l d i r e c t i o n . This box 
was also made up of l i gh t wood and the p la tes vwre placed without 
any absorber. Emulsion surface of liie p l a t e s placed a t different 
zeni th angle on e i t h e r side of the v e r t i c a l , was facing tej^ upwards 
The whole box was placed in the magnetic east-west d i rect ion with 
the r e su l t t h a t the p la tes were d i rec ted towards 30*^ 8Lnd 60 east 
and west . 
All these plates were developed by the temperature cycle meth 
using Amidol developer. As already remarked in Chapter III, we 
soaked all the plates in cold water prior to development and all th 
operations were performed at low temperatures. 
These plates were scanned only for cosmic ray stars. The 
criteria which has been accepted for this requisite is that kls» it 
must have at least one prong equal to or greater than 100 microns 
and that the star must have 3 or more visible prongs. Some workers 
viz. Dixit (I952) have used the criteria of 60 microns for the 
length of the track, hit to be on a much safer side we extended it 
to 100 microns. Table VIII summarises the data of plates placed 
vertical stars per c.c. per day has been finally evaluated here, 
TABLE VII 
Star frequency in plates placed vertical at different 
altitudes. 
£ - _ 
Al t i tude 13,500 f t .without 9,000 f t . 9,000 f t . with Absorver. without 6 cm. of lead 
Total No. of s t a r s 
Total Vol.of the 
emulsion scanned 
Total No,of days 
expos ed 
Stars per c . c , 
per day 
112 + 10 
0,75 c . c . 
without 
absorber 
hh ^5 
0,75 c . c , 
7.5 
7.8 + 1,0 
251 i 50 
0,84 c . c . 
6.25 + 0.75 21,5 + 1.8 
From th is an estimate of ths absorption length of s t a r producii 
r a d i a t i o n can be made. As shown by the equation(5.3) we have 
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I = lo exp { - x / ^A] . 
The value of x between 13,500 f t . and 9,000 f t . w i l l be about 
132 gm./carL'^  and th i s gives the absorption length of a s : -
-^air = 130,6 j _ 5.0 gm,/cm? Similarly the absorption 
length of s t a r producing r ad ia t ion in Lead dt can be found by the use 
of a s imi la r equation and taking the value of x = 70,0 gm./cm, the 
r e s u l t s give: '^ Leca= 310.0 • 12 .6 . 
These values of sjssap absorption length are in close agreement 
si 
with the values obtained by La t t e s , Occhial ini and Powell (1947); 
Perkins (1947); and George and jason (1949). The value of absorption 
length is a lso in agreement with the absorption length of Neutrons, 
which goes to confirm t h a t a t mountain a l t i t u d e Neutrons const i tu te 
a considerable factor of N-radia t ion , Simpson (1953) has reported a 
va r i a t ion in absorption length of Neutrons between the equator and 
55°N l a t i t u d e . He has shown a change from 228 gm/an . to about 
j ^u e> /^v*u. a t 2JktaOBL£ the h e i ^ t of 300 gm/cm , atfi^Ssefeei^, BSrt no 
s imi lar change was observed in absorption length belww 600 gm/cm^ 
atmosphere. In view of the above information we have a l so measured 
the absorption length a t 13,500 f t , a l t i t u d e , which corresponds to 
612 gjsL/omr atmosphere. The r e s u l t s given by Bernardini et al (194-9) 
show an absorption length for a i r as 135 +_ 4 gm/cm , The experiments 
were conducted a t Testa Grigia i^toich is a t a geomagnetic Latitude of 
56 42*N« These r e s u l t s are in a perfect agreement with our r e s u l t s , 
indicat ing thereby tha t the va r i a t i on of l a t i t u d e does not change the 
absorption length of Star producing Radiat ion, upto 612 gm/cm atmosphe: 
a t l e a s t . 
The r e su l t s reported here are in close agreement with the 
values of absorption of N-radiat ion ( ^^28 gm/cm^ ) given by Gurtis„ an 
Gi l l (1952) a t the same e levat ion and at the same p lace . 
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Fig. 7. Histogram representing the st&r frequency with star size 
in plate placed at a zenithal angle of 60 saai in the 
eastern direction. 
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Fig. b. The plot of s tars per c .c . per day with star zize for the 
plate ( G5, 200 micron thick ) placed a t 30" zenith angle 
in the eastern direction. 
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Fig. 9« Histogram showixjg the s t a r frec^uency against the s ta r s ize 
for Gp? 200 micron th ick p l a t e s placed v e r t i c a l . 
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':^' 10. Varia t ion of the no. of s t a r s per c . c . per day with no. prongs of the s t a r observed in G5> 200 ruicron th ick p la tes 
exposed a t 13)500 f t vvithout absorber. The p l t e s vsiere 
oriented in the v>/est a t a zenithangle of 30". 
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Fig. 11. Histogram showing star rate against the star frequency 
for Gp? 200 inicron thick plates placed in the western 
direction at 60° west. 
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Fig. 12. ConQDariaion of s^ar s ize v s . s t a r frequency a t zenith 
angles of 30° ^^ ^^ i 6o" on e i t he r side of a v e r t i c a l in 
eastern and western d i r e c t i o n s . 
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LA.TITPDE EFPECT OF STAR PROmCIWG RADIATIDH. , 
TlJe l a t i t u d e e f f e c t of s t a r produciiig r a d i a t i o n has been 
r e p o r t e d ty many workers • We have a l s o es t imated t h e l a t i t u d e eff< 
in the r a d i a t i o n bejween geoiaagnetio l a t i t u d e of 24°N (Gulmarg Resee 
Observatory) and 56°N (Tes ta g r i g i a ) . Berna rd in i e t al* have given t 
s t a r f l ux a t 56°N as 15 .3 1 0*7 s t a r s per c , c . per day . These 
experiments were performed a t 3»500 meters (about 11,000 f t . ) withou 
any a b s o r b e r . This d a t a , i f c o r r e c t e d for h e i g h t , would giye an 
e s t ima t e of t h e f l u x a t 9>000 f t . i n the same l a t i t u d e a s : 
I = (15.3 ) exp { - 60/135) 
= 9«5 s t a r s per c . c , per day 
The above r e s u l t s (Table 7) g ive the va lue of s t a r frequency 
a t 9,000 f t . a t 24°N. This g ives t h e L a t i t u d e e f f e c t of 1:918«« 
between 24°N and 56°N geomagnetic l a t i t u d e . 
DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS 
STARS 
The p l a t e s exposed a t 13,500 f t . a t Z e n i t h a l angles of 30° 
and 60° in the e a s t west d i r e c t i o n have a l s o been analysed for cosmic 
r ay s t a r s . The c r i t e r i a was s i m i l a r t o t h a t s t a t e d above . The resul". 
have been summarised i n Table 8 , where t h e s t a r s per c . c* per day 
of d i f f e r e n t v i s i b l e prongs have been given for d i f f e r e n t d i r e c t i o n s , 
F i g . l i , 1 3 , 14 , 3r5, 16 g ive the s i z e d i s t r i b u t i o n of s t a r s f o r 30°^6«* 
e a s t , v e r t i c a l , 30°West and 60 west r e s p e c t i v e l y . F i g . 1?. g ives a 
comparis ion of a l l h is tograms showing the d i f f e r e n c e s in these 
d i s t r i b u t i o n s . 
A Paper ' S t a r Producing R a d i a t i o n a t Mountain A l t i t u d e s ' has been 
p re sen ted by the Author a t %-mposium of High A l t i t u d e Sciences a t 
Gulmarg « May, 1955• 
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The general nature of the s ize d is t rubut ion as indicated by 
these histograms i s more or l e s s s imi lar t o each othsr and these 
agree with t he r e s u l t s given by other i nves t i ga to r s . All these 
histograms exhibit maximum frequency for 3 pronged s t a r s and the 
number of s t a r per c , c , per day decrease as s ize increases . Fig* 18 
shows the comparision on a l og - l i nea r paper which exhibit the same 
property in another fashion . The general shape of the curves Fig.15 
is in agreement with t he curves given by Perkins (19^9) and page {19 
All these indicate t h a t in the c a s ^ f low pronged s tars ( < 5 pronged 
s t a r s ) there is a marked difference in the number of s t a r s from 
different d i r e c t i o n s . The number of s t a r s per c , c . per day at 30 
eas t and 60 east and v e r t i c a l f a l l close to each other within 
s t a t i s t i c a l f luc t i ia t ions . s imi l a r ly , the number of s t a r s from 30° 
west and 60°west have about the same va lues . But the number of 
s t a r s from western azimuth, however, is much higher than'from the 
eas tern horizon. If the number of s t a r s from western di rec t ion and 
from eastern d i r ec t ion are ccijpared, i t i s found that the difference 
is much la rger than t h a t esct ibed to s t a t i s t i c a l f l uc tua t ions . This 
shows a pronounced east west a f f e c t . The values of these as|ymmetri( 
have been summarised in Table 9. The values have been calculated by 
the usual methods of computing the eas t west assymmetries v i i , 
Nw."Ne. where Nw ±1 and Nc indica te the number of s t a r s per c , c , 
ITlw+Ne) 
per day, from wfcestern and eastern d i rec t ions respec t ive ly . 
These p l a t e s were manufactured and transported in a single 
batch and exposed simultaneously for equal i n t e r v a l . All the pla tes 
were processed together a f t e r exposure. Even the scanning of the 
p la te s was done very slowly in equal times a t the td)tal magnificatioi 
«fo 300 (oboeotive x 20, eyepiece 10 x, and microscope magnification 3 
1.5)• We, the re fore , bel ieve t h a t t h i s difference in number of stars 
cannot be a t t r i b u t e d to the difference in the r a t e of scanning as 
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T A B L E IX 
(Percentage d i f f e r e n c e of low pronged s t a r s ) 
Prongs 3 ^ 5 
30°eas t 
& 36 .1 • 1,3 12 ,5 + 2 . 1 
30°west "• 
60 e a s t 
& 4 2 . 3 4- 3.0 32.0 j ^ 4 .2 
60°west " 
MO 
given by Cort ini and Manfredlni (19^9 )• These workers have shown thai 
the p r o b a b i l i t i e s of missing t h e events increases very much i f the 
r a t e of scanning is s l i g h t l y increased and t h i s effect is most marked 
for low pronged s t a r s . The high prong s t a r s are p rac t i ca l l y unaffecte 
by th i s l o s s , 
"50 
Dixit (1952) has given the difference in the nximber of s ta rs obser 
in t h e p la tes exposed in v e r t i c a l , incl ined and hor izontal d i rec t ions . 
He explains inim tha t if a cascade is assumed for the formation of 
s t a r s , few s t a r s are l i k e l y to be missed when the p la tes are horizonta 
than when they are incl ined or v e r t i c a l . Percentage difference in the 
number of s t a r s given by him the incl ined and v e r t i c a l i s about 
5.7^ and ve r t i c a l and horizontal is about 32<?* 
In l igh t of the above we should e35)ect increase in the number 
of s t a r s on e i t h e r s ide of the v e r t i c a l and t h i s increase should be 
equal on both s ides within s t a t i s t i c a l l i m i t s . But data in Table 8 
(for 3 pronged s t a r s ) ind ica tes t h a t percentage increase from ve r t i c a l 
to 60° zenith angles is 12,99' in the eas t d i rec t ion end 50^ in the 
case of p la tes placed in the d i rec t ion of west . Comparing these 
r e s u l t s with those of Dixit (1952) the difference in the number of 
s t a r s from v e r t i c a l to those from eas tern azimuth i s within the 
l imi t put by Dixit but the difference in Western di rec t ion i s much 
l a rge r than t h a t given by him, even if considerations for s t a t i s t i c 
f luc tua t ions are made. In view of the fact tjwit the box was placed 
a t the top of t h e mountain where the incoming r ad i a t i on was un-
obstructed the difference exhibited by the s t a r s from two direct ion 
must be associated with some difference in the nature of radia t ion 
producing these s t a r s . The number of s t a r s studied are only 1,000 
in a l l and there fore , no de f in i t e arguments can be advanced about 
the nature of assumed d i f fe rences . However, there is no doubt that 
the difference e x i s t s . I t is knoMi tha t the s t a r s are produced 
mainly by neucleonic component (N-radiation) of cosmic r ad ia t ion . 
This r ad ia t ion i s known t o be i so t rop ic in the atmosphere. If these 
s t a r s are mainly created by the N-radiat ion i t would be d i f f i cu l t tc 
explain the assumed east-west d i f ference , because the s t a r producing 
r ad ia t ion is coming from a l l d i r ec t ions and the emulsion p l a t e s , 
which are a continuously sens i t ive medium, w i l l r e g i s t e r a l l the 
d i s i n t e g r a t i o n s . Moreover, the theory of formation of s t a r s is 
unable to a t tach any def in i teness in defining the d i rec t ion of 
incoming r a d i a t i o n and consequently does not give any support in 
explaining these d i f fe rences . However, considering the cascade pro-
duction of s t a r s , a d i rec t iona l effect can find some explanation. 
When a p la te i s placed v e r t i c a l , v e r t i c a l l y incident r ad ia t ion wi l l 
to 
have g rea te r length of emulsion otl pass t h r o u ^ and the probabi l i ty 
of c rea t ing s t a r s w i l l be grea ter by cascade process than the 
r ad i a t i on ciming from any other d i r e c t i o n . Thus, in the case of 
p l a t e s , placed a t d i f fe ren t zenith angles the probabi l i ty of creation 
ol fctars i s more for the r a d i a t i o n coming in the narrow cone along 
the angle r a the r than for the r ad ia t ion coming from other s i d e s . If t 
be t r u e the p r o b a b i l i t y of the c r e a t i o n of s t a r s i n p l a t e s w i th plane 
o r i e n t e d along the wes te rn d i r e c t i o n i s more than those from the 
e a s t e r n d i r e c t i o n s . The observed d i f f e r e n c e in the number of s t a r s 
may be due t o some s o r t of d i f f e r e n c e in the n a t u r e of N- rad ia t ion 
in the two d i r e c t i o n s . No r e l i a b i l i t y can be l a i d on t h i s t e n t a t i v e 
e x p l a n a t i o n a t p resen t wi thout f ind ing out t h e s t a r s c r ea t ed by the" 
r a d i a t i o n s from, a given d i r e c t i o n . More d a t a i s needed for examining 
t h i s q u e s t i o n . 
SINGLES 
The p l a t e s o r i e n t e d a t d i f f e r e n t ang les have a l s o been examined 
for s i n g l e t r a c k s , Tfe»^e s i n g l e t racksf rom p l a t e s o r i e n t e d a t 
d i f f e r e n t zen i th ang les were examined.Js^jc Tssi chu and M. Morand(195'' 
measured the a n g l e s t h a t each t r ack makes with t h e v e r t i c a l for 
pos s ib l e d i r e c t i o n a l e f f e c t s . They measured a l l the t racks whi^h 
a r e longer than 3OO microns and have shown t h a t an asssrmmetry e x i s t s 
for a l l t h e t r a c k s excluding those of very low energy . El iminat ing 
the p a r t i c l e s of energy l e s s than 21 Mev. , they found an assfymmetry 
a t 0,32 +_ 0,09 a t Tamanresse t . 
We exposed the p l a t e s a t 13,500 f t , above sea l e v e l a t ^ t h e 
Geomagnetic l a t i t u d e of 24°N. In scanning the c r i t e r i a f o r - t h e 
s i n g l e t « a c k s was t aken t h a t i t should l i e w i t h i n 10° on b o t h ' s i d e s 
of the h o r i z o n t a l l i n e and i t should l i e w i t h i n 10° wi th t h e 
h o r i z o n t a l su r f ace of the p l a t e s . A l l the s i n g l e s thus counted were 
d iv ided i n t h r e e groups (a) a l l t hose which were l e s s than 100 microj 
(b) a l l those which were between 100-1000 mic rones , (c) a l l those 
which were more than 1000 m i c r o n s . The above c r i t e r i a allowed t h e 
measurements of t r a c k s bnly i n a small s o l i d angle i n a p a r t i c u l a r 
d i r e c t i o n . The so l i d angle thus formed has a l a t e r a l d i spe r s ion of 
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20^ and the angle of the oone w i l l also he 20°, The ohservations 
were made at the t o t a l magnification of 3OO x and a t the same r a t e . 
The t r acks l e s s than 100 microns were a l l due t o radioact ive 
contaminations. Some very small thick fragments of nuclear were 
also l e s s than 100 microne but the t o t a l number of such tracks was 
very small iiVthe whole p l a t e . The east~west assymmetry could not 
be calculated for these t r a c k s . 
The t racks between 100*1000 microns could be those which were 
due to slow p a r t i c l e s and which stopped in the emulsion. Both 
proton and meson t racks were found in th i s category. In th is 
range were also those t r a c k s , T.'\tiich were a t black ionizat ion and 
passed through, s l iut t Thirdly, the tracks a t grey ionizat ion which 
entered the emulsion and went out of i t . This group included some 
t racks of p a r t i c l e s emitted from the s t a r s , on the whDle, this 
group contains slow p a r t i c l e s and were mostly protons. 
The th i rd group of t racks having the i r lengths greater 
than 1000 microns were mostly due to p a r t i c l e s of high energies 
moving a t r e l a t i v i s t i c v e l o c i t i e s . The t racks v/ere mainly grey 
or th in (minimum i o n i z a t i o n ) . The grain dens i t i e s also did not 
exhib i t any marked change along t h e i r pa ths . The t racks were 
mainly due t o high energy p a r t i c l e s , which passed through the 
emulsions. For asaiymmetry measurements t h i s group was considered. 
These t racks may be due to p a r t i c l e s entering the pla te 
from any d i r ec t i on and get t ing sca t te red a t t h e i r entry in the 
p l a t e , (The p o s s i b i l i t y of la rge angle sca t t e r ing becomes more 
due to the presence of heavy nuclei in tbs emulsion). They could 
be due to r e c o i l p a r t i c l e s - the neutrons coming frcm any direct ion 
causes a proton to r e c o i l and they may leave such t r a c k s . The high 
energy charged p a r t i c l e s coming in the narrow cone in par t i cu la r 
d i r ec t ion wi l l also leave such t r a c k s . The tracks of length greater 
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than 1000 microns a r e mainly due t o the l a s t mentioned cause , 
becausethe p r o b a b i l i t y of l a r g e angle s c a t t e r i n g and in t e r - ac l i i on 
i s ve ry s m a l l , for t h e s e t r a c k s , due t o t h e i r high energieiS. 
The da ta i n d i c a t e d i n Table 10 can b e used t o c a l c u l a t e the 
assymmetry of cosmic ray p a r t i c l e s i n two d i r e c t i o n s . As mentioned 
above, only the t r a c k s of ranges more than 1000 microns have been 
used for c a l c u l a t i n g t h i s assymmetry. The assymmetries have been 
c a l c u l a t e d by the u s u a l methods of computing vi2.(N1v--Ne)x 100 
h (Nw + Ne) 
where Nw and Ne represent the tracks from western and eastern 
directions respectively. 
TABLE X 
Single t r a c k s observed i n the narrow cone of 20° c l a s s i f i e d 
according to t h e i r ranges i n the emuls ion . 
D i r e c t i o n s 
60^ Eas t 
60° West 
30 East 
30 West 
Tracks 100 
microns 
— 
ait 5 
6 
— 
100-1000 
microns 
i3o± iy 
'^I ± / 2 
J0± 2. 
— 
>1000 
mic . 
|o|+«» 
tiiSHO 
110 15 
— 
Tota l a rea 
scanned. 
^^7^5 Sye^. 
S7 • 5" " " 
}%'S " " 
-— 
The da ta show an assymmetry of 37*5^ ^^ 60 z e n i t h a n g l e . 
The va lue i s h igher than t h a t given by Tsa i Ghu and Morand, But the 
d i f f e r e n c e may be exp l a ined on the b a s i s of l a t i t u d e and a l t i t u d e 
of the two p l a c e s of o b s e r v a t i o n s . 
The va lue s may a l s o be used for c a l c u l a t i n g t h e va lue of 
exponent of the i n t e n s i t y d i s t r i b u t i o n law. I t has been given t h a t 
i n t e n s i t y I a t any z e n i t h angle about the v e r t i c a l can be given by 
the equa t ion - I = lo Gos^c.. 
where I Q i s the i n t e n s i t y i n the v e r t i c a l di£%ctidn and M s a constaj 
l 5 *»-ICAR„, | ] 
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This w i l l give -
•'•60 "" -^ o ^ °^^ ^ while I , Q = I^ Cos^ 30 
Subst i tu t ing the values from table 10 we have: -
2,1+ = (1.4)^ or A = 2,6 
The value of exponent l i e s close to the value of (2,56 +_ 0»28) 
given by M. Morand and Tsai Chu (1952). The above r e s u l t s of 
assymmetry and exponent are c lose ly comparable with the r e s u l t s of 
assymmetry in the exponent given by Gi l l and Khera (1955) for 
t o t a l r a d i a t i o n . These workers have studied the east-west assymmetr: 
ta& a t the Gulmarg Research Observatory with G.M. Counters a t an 
a l t i t u d e of 9000 f t . 
In the course of study of these e f fec ts we have a l so cone 
across seme i n t e r e s t i n g cosmic ray s t a r s , A few of them are given 
below as examples. The exact i den t i f i c a t i on of the d is in tegra t ing 
nucleus was d i f f i c u l t in some cases because the r e c o i l nucleus 
l e f t very small t rack of the order of 5 microns or a heavy biob. 
The e x c i t a t i o n energy lo^s been calculated on the baslA of method 
given by Brown e t a l . (19*^9). The p a r t i c l e s coming out of the 
nucleus are iden t i f i ed and the i r k inet ic energies are calcula ted. 
Then k i n e t i c energy of neutrons which leave the emulsion un-notlced 
is added up (equal to 1,25 times the t o t a l energy of pro tons) . 
This gives t o t a l k ine t i c energy of d i s i n t e g r a t i o n . The estimate of 
the d i s in tegra t ing nucleus gives the Q values of the reac t ion . 
Fig. 13. Complete evaporation of a heavy nucleus by a neu t r a l 
p a r t i c l e . The pnotorrdcrograph has been taken a t 95^. The 
event has been observed in G5 emulsions, 200 micron th ick . 
E V E N T 1 
This event i s shown in Fig , I 5 , I t is a 27-28 pronged 
s t a r . All the t r acks of t h i s s t a r are going out of the emulsion 
except t rack number 10, 11 , 18, A correct mass iden t i f i ca t ion 
was possible only in these cases . Track 10 was due to a proton, 
while ±t 11 was tha t of a Deutron, The range of t h i s p a r t i c l e 
was 100 microns. Track 18 is due t o an Alpha p a r t i c l e , with Bwg« 
rangeabout 285 microns. 
Track 3 was a long track a l a t minimum ionizat ion going 
out a f t e r several thousand microns, i t has suffered a Rutherford 
s c a t t e r i n g , which i s r a the r uncommon a t such high energ ies . 
The other t racks are of a l l types v iz , black, grey, thin 
and heavy r e c o i l nucleus . The grain dens i t i e s of some of the 
th in t racks c l ea r ly ind ica te them to be due t o mesons, A correct 
est imate of the d i s in t eg ra t ing nucleus could not be made a i a l l 
the t racks HHOHK could not be i den t i f i ed , but i t i s almost 
ce r ta in that i t i s a d i s in t eg ra t ion of heavy nucleus(Ag or Br or I) 
All the t racks are i so t rop i ca l l y d i s t r i t u t e d . 
This s t a r i s an evaporation s t a r , where a heavy nucleus 
has been evaporated by a neut ra l p a r t i c l e . 
8-1-
Of a heayy'-nncleni by^a^eSffal 'S^J^ ' i '^^^ disintegration 
coxne out ir, the disintegrat ion! ^^^^^^^^^ - P^oton^shwer has 
-82--
E V E N T 2 
This event is shown in Fig 1^4. • This is also a 28 
pronged star, it shows so many high energy particles 
going out of the emulsion at min, ionization. All these 
particles are collimated in a small cone and clearly shows 
that they are due to shower particles. The shower 
constitutes the high energr protons a M mesons going out 
of the emulsion. 
Rest of the tracks are due to evaporation. 
This is a disintegration of a heavy nucleus, out of 
which a shower has come out. 
- 8 - 5 -
^v^ni 3 . 
6 0 ^ 
Fig. 15• Photomicrograph (95^) of .a double s t a r which are connected 
by a t rack a t minimum ion iza t ion . The event has been 
observed a t 13,500 f t in 200 micron thick G5 p l a t e . 
E V E N T 3 
Event 3 i s shown in F ig . 15 . This i s an example of a double 
s t a r . Two small s t a r s I and I I are connected by a t rack at 
minimum ion iza t ion . Description of these s t a r s i s as fol lows:-
Star I , I t i s a three pronged s t a r leaving aside the track 
connecting the two s t a r s . Track 1 is a small tr%ck of four or 
f ive microns long ending in the emulsion. Tracks 2 and 3 are 
th ick t racks going out of the emulsion af te r 100 and 300 microns 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . Both of them appear to be evaporation tracks of 
pro tons . There i s a doubt tha t t rack 3 ^'^7 even be due to Deutron. 
Star I I . i s also a 3 pronged s t a r of evaporated na ture . The 
t racks are as fo l lows ; -
Track I ' i s a t h i ck track of alpha going out of the emulsion. 
Track 2* is due t o a proton, which i s ending in the emulsion. The 
res idua l range is about 110 microns. The mass was evaluated by 
gra in densi ty method. Track 3 ' i s a small blob of the r eco i l 
nucleus• 
The in ter-connect ing t r ack is a t minimum ionizat ion and i s 
only 120 micron long. The grains from the apex are showing an 
increase as we move from s t a r I to s t a r n . There was no other 
p o s s i b i l i t y of deducing any th ing on such a short d i s t ance . 
The pecu l i a r i ty of t h i s event i s t ha t they are inter-connec 
by a trftok a t minimum ion iza t ion , v4iich i s not t r aceab le in any 
d i r ec t i on beyond these s t a r s . More-over, t h i s i s a l so p rac t i ca l ly 
ce r t a in that the track has s t a r t e d from s t a r I and has caused 
not 
the s t a r I I , The formation of the s t a r s can/be eas i ly explained 
if we consider 2» to be a continuation of 4 , then i t has given 
a l o t of energy (I30 Mev. by proton) and the s t a r of t h i s type 
i s unable to aciSount for t ha t much of energy. 
Under the circumstances, the only explanation for this 
event can be given as follows: 
Star I is initiated by neutron, which seems to have given 
out a knok-on proton (Track 4). This knock-on proton initiates 
stars II and again gives out a knock-on neutron (that is why the 
track is untraceable). Some energy dissipated in the nucleus has 
caused the two evaporation stars. 
Track ^ cannot be assumed to be due to a T^  because the 
capture of ^^ is not possible specially when -n is moving at such 
ionization. Secondly, the production of n in such a small 
evaporation star, is also very rare. Thirdly, the neutron recoil 
by a -n - as already assumed - is also not so easy. 
The example represents a fine example of double star* 
~%i 
h<i> 
- ^ t 
EwiTit 4 . 
- ??-
E 7 S N T 
The star or rig, I6 is a fine example of negat' 
capture. The star has only 3 prongs,^ , _^^ 
Track 1 is a small heavy blob of recoil neuJ 
Track 2 is ending in the emulsion. The total . ^of 
the particle is about six 652 microns. The total grainb re 
745« This shows the mass of the particle as proton.(0*83 - 1.047 
(n» = 0.95; k*> = 1,64). This is a proton going out with a 
kinetic energyof 11 « 12 Me#» 
Track 3 is very highly scattered track coming from out-sid 
It exhibits a characteristic bend at the end of its range. The 
mas" of the particle was calculated by grain density method and 
come ")ut close to "A , 
This is a good example of a star created by the capture 
of a '^  by a heavy nucleus. Such examples have been given by 
Menon et al. (1950). 
- S S r -
Fig. 17. Star showing the disintegration of a heavy nucleus by a 
neutral particle . A meson shower has come out. 
E V E N T 5 
This event has been shown in fig* /7 • I t i s a 21 pronged 
s t a r , and again presents an e xample of the d i s in tegra t ion of a 
heavy nucleus, out of which a shower of high energy pa r t i c l e s 
i s coining ou t . The th ick t racks are due to the evaporation 
of the nucleus . 
Generally a l l the t racks are going out of the emulsion, 
except 13, 14 and 16. The length of each t rack is about 100-20C 
microns, the re fo re , the mass measurements were not possible on 
any t r a c k . Track 13 i s a proton ending in the emulsion, while 
14 and 16 are due to an alpha and a p a r t i c l e heavier than 
alpha r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
This again shows a nuclear d i s in tegra t ion caused by a 
neutron out of which a shower has come out . 
~fo -
Fig. l b . iiivent observed in G5 ^00 xnicron thick p l a t e s exposed a t 
13,500 f t . This i s superposijsion of tv^o s t a r s . S t a r l i s 
a s ta r i n i t i a t e d by a high energy proton v^fhile s t a r I I 
i s due to the capture of TT-meson. 
E V E N T 6 
The event is sbDwn in fig, 1% . This star has been created 
by a charged particle track 1, The total number of tracks are 9, 
A close inspection shows that there are actually two stars almost 
superimposed* The picture of the two stars is shown separately, 
I, looks to b e a '^- captured by a heavy nucleus at the end 
of its range, it has a blob at the apex, A proton seems tote coming 
ott of it, 
II, This is a 7 pronged star initiated by a proton. The 
identification of the tracks indicate that three tracks are due to 
«ia|iBUE»tiHa evaporated protons viz, 3» ^ and 5« Track I is that of 
the initiating proton moving at the energy of300 Mev, Track 7 is 
a proton at the energy of about 170 Mev. and seems to be the 
continuation of track 1. Track 6 is an alpha track (heavily ionizing) 
whose range is about 10 Mev, The energies of the particles forming 
the tracks 3, 4 and 5 are respectively 90, 50i and 20 Mev, Track 2 
is a heavy recoil about 5 microns long. 
The disintegration is that of a heavy nucleus (Ag, Br, and I) 
by a charged proton, lAiiich has given about I30 Mev, energy to the 
nucleus. 
Most probable disintegration xEmsHMt scheme is as follows:-
This makes a fine example of super-position of events and 
the star created by a proton. 
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Rare •- Events. 
Introduction. 
The use of counter controlled cloud cheunber and the developmen 
of photographic emulsion technique not only gave new methods for 
the study of cosmic Ray particles but has brought to light a 
number of new particles in the last few years, upto 19^7 the 
knowledge of fundamental particles was limited to Electrons, positr 
Protons, Newtrons, and Mesons (/A). In the same year Powell garve 
his discovery of 7\ Masons (mass 276 me) and in 1948 Alkhaniyan 
et al hinted at the existence of many types of charged me.sons. 
They described these particles as veri-trons. 
By the year 1953» "the physicists had revealed the presence 
of about a dozen new unstable particles. These unstable particles 
are now classified in two main groups*. (I) Hypersons - (Y-
-particles) which include all the particles of mass intermediate 
between Proton and deutVon. (2) Heavy Mesons {K»mesons) - a 
general name for all the particles having mass between TS meson 
and proton. 
The above notations are subject to any change if the particles 
heavier than Deut'ton are found. Some of these unstable particles 
are charged (charge being of both signs and equal to that of an 
electron) while some are neutral. 
*The notations used throughout this chapter are those suggested 
by Amaldi et al (1954). 
!Ehis group includes ma in ly /? (Previously knom as V ) «nd sone 
Y-eTent» reported (including A* which is a pos i t ive counterpart of °^ ) 
A* g a r t l d e . 
The discovery of the p a r t i c l e s was reported by Rochester and Butler 
in 1947 -ahile they w«re studying the penerat ing shovrers by neans of 
a oLoud chamber. They observed aome t y p i c a l form type p i c t u r e s . Dtffl 
to the V shaped nature of t racks , these p a r t i c l e s vjere naned as 
V p a r t i c l e s . ( /f p a r t i c l e s ) . Since the event did not have evapora-
t ion t rack , the example could not be explained as a s c a t t e r i n g or 
nuclear interacticai but \'»as reasoned to be the spontaneous decay of 
aoiae neu t ra l p a r t i c l e , the p robab i l i t y of which depended en the 
distance tanaveiled by the decaying parti<iLe and not by the matter 
t raversed by i t . 
Hopper ©nd Biswas (1950) fouid such example in photographic 
emulsion p l a t e s . Similar examples of p a r t i c l e s were put forward 
by Armeateres e t a l (1951); Astbury (1950); l e i ^ t o n e t a l ; Thoa^son 
(1951)" Bridge and Annig (1951) Bridge e t al (1953-) F r e t t e r (1953)' 
and so on. F i r s t extensive study of these p a r t i c l e s was made by 
Armenteros e t a l . They concluded on the s t a t i s t i c a l basis tha t the 
angle in /\ is general ly l e s s than 90° ^atdr^ao while charged V 
generally s h o ^ d an angle between 90° and 180° . The same group 
es tab l i shed the presence of two types of neu t ra l p a r t i c l e s accord-
ing to the de cay 3 chemes s V,V)-* ^%7f(;.^^j Q/VVJL vtc^'^) -^ -^ ^T^<^ (f^'r) 
A tTSo body decay scsheme was accepted for both of these 
p a r t i c l e s end hen.oe the mass of ( A° ) was found to be (220 ^27)^8 
i f aftcondaries are TX and that of 6°to be (796 * 27) i f the secandr-
a r i e s are n and (705± 32) i f secondaries are ^mesons . 
The mass of the p a r t i c l e could be calcula ted (Armenteros e t 
«a.) with the he lp of the energy equation in r e s t system v i z . 
,v^^ (^ lP?X->-U '^(f'*'+'^ )'^ "Where M, m^m^are masses of /^ and df two 
secondaries in energy units. This equation can be transformed to 
the laboratory frame of reference and we have (M+PM^ ''= (h*+'«^ )^ '; Ci^ *>^  
where P, t^, , K are the momenta of primary and 
of two secondaries respectively. P. can be expressed by the 
equation. P^  = 1^" ^'p'i +-i^ , V=a cos 4> C^ x) 
where 4> is the angle between two forks. Erom above equations an 
explicit formulae for the mass (M) of the particle can be given as; 
where M, m, m^ ^ are in energy units. This gives the Q values as 
Following this process, Rochestor and Leighton found the 
values of mass and Q, values of A° to be 2190 me and 30 mev respec-
tively. While for 6°the mass was of the order of 950 me and Q 
values were about 250 mev. 
Thompson et al (1953) PW't forward another decay scheme for 
neutral v. He found some examples of the type v^ "-^  (rV (<) + TV" + 60».ev 
The data, however, is of little statistical weight. 
The presence of r^ particle is now almost certain. 
T-Meson. 
n 
This was investigated by Brown et al (19^9) in the emulsion. 
After allowing all the possibilities they arrived at the conclusion 
that the particle recorded was a new particle which had undergone 
a spontaneous decay and has ejected 3 ''^ which are co-planer. 
Ceccarelli (1952) showed definitely that no combination of -rr 
or U/was possible. The mass of the primary was calculated to be 
978 me with Q, values about 86.5 mev. 
However, recently Dixit (1955) has reported one example ofT 
which has decayed into two 7^  -meson and a y«—mesons but further 
examples are needed for BxiaLkitalKfcMi*: establishing the presence 
of such a decay scheme. 
-on-
K(]£appa) Meson and Kl meson. 
0' Calleigh (I95l) in the course of studies of decay electron 
from the {"fcmeson with emulsions reported the existence of a new type 
of particles which decayed into p'meson whose range was 1078 
microns in contrast to 600 microns. The mass measurements showed 
the incident particle to be of mass (1X25+^ 200) me. Since then 
about 20 examples of this type of decay have been reported by 
Menon, 0 Calleigh, Crussard, Levisetti, and so on. In all the 
cases the secondary particle has been confirmed to be a /u. meson. 
Only in few cases there is a doubt that ejected particle may be 
-n en iju 
Thus this group was phenomenologically divided injtwo groups, 
(I) K-(Kappa) which decays infJi'and (?) "TC-meson which decays in a 
7\ meson. The ejected 7^  meson always had a unique kinetic energy 
of 120 mev and mom. of 250 mev/c. 
Since the fJj mesons from kappa mesons have very different 
energies, it was concluded that the mode of decay of the particle 
must include at least 3 particles - one charged and two neutral 
as: K*-^  ^ *+V+ '^^  The differential momentum spectra of this 
decay scheme was also consistent with a 3 body decay scheme. The 
nature of these neutral particles ia still undecided, in the case 
of 5Cr-meson since the 7\ meson always comes out with a unique energy 
the simplest form of the d ecay scheme may be given as % -^•>r--^\ 
Mass of K-meson has been found to be IIOO me while that of % 
meson to be (l460+_320^  me. For K the estimated mass of neutral 
particle is about 300 me. 
Eriendlander, Keefe, Menon and Van Rossum (I95^) as reported 
an example of p decay of K-meson. Here a particle of mass 
{I050j^ I00) me had decayed in an electron v/ith the values of ^^ 
equal to (88,56) mev/c. The grain density and scattering showed 
that the particle was definitely an electron, some further evide-
nce of such A decay has also been reported by the same group. 
Charged V 
This particle was also reported by Rochestor and Butler in 
1947 along with f^ . The secondary was identified as a pion. 
Armentros reported many examples of this particle but it was found 
that the charged V particles were rarer than v . The ration has 
been reported to be 1:6. Charged V has been found to decay both 
in flight and at rest. For slow charged V data has been presented 
by leighton (1952) Astbury (1952-53)• Leighton has given the 
mass of the primary as (I200-+300) me and mass of secondary as 
(250+_50) me, while Astubury has reported the mass of the primary 
as (IlOO+_500) me. The momentam of the secondary lies between 
(175-225) mev/c. Armentros have given some examples of fast 
charged V and he has reported the mass of the primary <l600 me. 
The transverse momentum distribution of charged v was not 
consistant with two body decay schemes but seem to follow a three 
body or more complicated decay schemes. 
Charged Hyperons^double decay scheme. 
This is also called V cascade. Armenteros gave the example 
of a double decay a heavy particle decayed according to 
scheme t\-^ r^ ^ L* meson. The examples of this type of decay 
are also quite few as yet. 
Frier, Ney and Sard indicated the possibility of 7 deutrons 
-lo 
and indicated an approximate life time of lO seconds for such 
particles; the possible decay scheme are either 
» 7 
Petftrs has presented an exunpie of v deuteron decaying in 
a deuteron and a n , 2?he q value of this decay scheme are of the 
order of 90 mev. Much more data is req^uired for drawing defini te 
ocaiclusians. Pr iediander (1954) haft p^^resented axan^lea of such 
ciharged hyperons i ^ i c h decay according to the following scheme 
jtoi 3i0me oases the secondary i s a fas t proton. The loasd of prixoary 
has Men found to Tae (2800 ^ 600} im by a c a t t a r i n g lasthod and 
(2670 i 600} ne by gap-density method. The value of /2> (v/o) ^aa 
©•26. the secondary was a 7\ or ^meson. The value of /^% was 
macula ted to be (87 i 3) mev/c for 7% and (66 ± 2) mev/c for ju/ . 
q ^?«lt»a are of the order of 100 mev. 
Ap^art from i t some examples of stopped parti<fl.es 
t» partlcOLea) were a lso presented by Bridge and Apnis. Danyia. 
Danyaz (1952, 1953; ^ut forward some oxan^l«s o r5par t i c ies whicti 
dscayea In^but now th i s part;icl« nas been included inOevent, ssome 
of these raastabie p a r t i c l e s In t e r ac t s t rong ly with mat ter . Ti^ 
exan^les of production of these heavy mesons have been found in 
j e t s , isome examples of j^oduotion have a l so been found in h i ^ 
energy nuclear d i s in teg ra t ions a t mountains* The data on these 
p a r t i c l e s has bean susiaarised by aochestor and But ler (.1953) and 
G.Jf. i^oweij. 11954}. 
Bare wvcnta » t mountain aLti tudea oDaqrvttd by liiia author. 
Some evidamces of the dsoay of these p a r t i c l e s have been 
obtained in t h i s l abora tory in the emulsion, p l a t e s "xiy the author. 
The p la tes are the game type «ts already ctescribed in chapter V 
v iz . aDO micron thick Uford G emulsion p l a t e s isfoich were exposed 
a t the i i t i t u d e 13,500 feet and 9000 feet with and without absorber. 
The absorber used was 6 cm. of l ead t Other de ta i l s of the method 
- loo • 
of exposure and the ways of processing etc. have already, been , 
discussed in preceeding chapter. These events fiave been found 
in the total scanned area of 225 sq, cm. 
All these events are two pronged and the following possibilitie 
can be attached (ij) that the events may be due to large angle 
scattering suffered by a particle, moving through the plate. (2) 
fhat they may be ordinary nuclear disintigrations. (3) That they 
may be due to the spontaneous decay of some particle. 
The first possibility required firstly a small blob at the 
apex - if the scattering has occured due to a silver nucleus or 
the scattering nucleus has also caused some Ionization - secondly 
a continuity in the ionization even if the blob is absent. The 
second requisite is much more important. But in all the events 
the grain densities of the tracks comprising the events were much 
different from each other. Moreover no blob was visible at the 
apex. Hence it was believed that the events under sonsideration 
were not due to large angle scattering. 
The second probability also required either an evaporation 
or a recoil track. But the absence of any such track indicated 
that all these events were definitely the examples of spontaneous 
decay of some particles, various methods (already described in 
chapter IV) have been used for the determination of the quanttities 
viz. momentum, energy, mass etc. The shrinkage factor were 
determined by direct measurements with microspope at about 25 points 
in different region of the plate. The value is given in each case 
whenever necessary. For applying equation (4.2) for mass determi-
nation by grain density the values of constants K-and n was found 
by finding some known standard tracks in the plates. Generally 
an-*f^ decay or proton track ending in the emulsion or a TT giving 
rise to a capture star were chosen for the purpose. All the three 
l o l 
types of t racks have t h e i r c h a r a c t e r i s t i c fea tures and i t i s very iin-
l i k e l y t ha t any mistake i s made in t h e i r i d e n t i f i c a t i o n . The grains 
and r e s idua l ranges are measured for each t rack . The value of 
expenent n ' was found by p l o t t i n g the value of (dn) and Jdr) on a 
long-log paper and f inding the slope of s t r a i g h t l i n e thus obtained. 
Finding the value of n* we Can ca lcu la te the value of K'. An 
average was found for a l l the t raciks and these values were used 
for any fur ther ca lcu la t ions in the same p l a t e . 
- l a v -
Fig. 19. TWO pronged event observed in-200 microns, G5 emulsion 
p l a t e s , exDOsed a t 13,500 f t . The primary coming from outside 
nas been idenxified to have a mass about(1140t 200) m^  
which decays in to an L-raeson. The primary i s most 
probably a charged V. 
gyqnt 1 
This event i s sho-sm in Pig, 19 which was found in the 
p l a t e s exposed a t 13,500 fee t above aSa- levei without any absorber. 
Here a p a r t i c l e coming from outside has undergone a spontaneous decay. 
The val.i» of shrinkage fac tor of the plate was found to be 2 .5 . 
The veiLue of constant n ' found by the loethod described 
above i s 0.925 while that of K'J 1.669 or the vaXue of log Ki (0.2012-
.2224) which gives an aver^ga as 0.2118. 
g r imi ly 
The inciaen.t p a r t i c l e i s coming from the &utaid9 aaad has 
an approxi ia te grain densi ty of (49^4) grains per 50 micron. This 
gives the value of grain (tensity (as 2.4 + 0.2) gmin (where gmin is 
the grain density of a r e l a t i v i s t i c p a r t i c l e in the p l a t e ) . This 
value of grain density gives the ra te of energy l o s s (Fovaer and 
Perk ins , 1951), 28/dr = (2.6 ± 0.1) Kev/micrcc. With the help of 
eqn. (4 .2 ' ) of chapter IV", tie get 2.6 ± . 1 = 0.587 /i' -^ 
taking the value of z as 1, we have 2.6 ±. 0 . 1 * 0.5B7|^ ^ i c h 
gives the value of / 3 ' ' ( 0 , 3 5 ± 0 .02) . 13ie track is not long e n o u ^ 
to mfjoe accurate measurements of s c a t t e r i n g but i t is indicated tha t 
mass of the p a r t i c l e Lies between "^  laesoa and proton. ^ approai-
matQ value of the mass comes out to be (1140 ^ 200) me. 
secondary 
The secondary is (juite long and leaves the emulsion a f t e r 
mbout 1.5 mm. I t haa apprcccisate grain densifly of (29 * 2) grains 
per 50 microns in the beginning whidi chaages to about 32 i 2 grains 
per 50 microns a t the end. This corresponds to a value of gj^in 
dsnsi ty as ( l . 5 ±. O.l) gmim. 
No measurements of grain density and range were possible for 
mass evaluation. 
The value of scattering was found by the methods 
described by Goldschmidt and Clermont (1948) (Chapter IV) to 
be (0.787^0.029) degrees per lOO microns, which gives the value 
of f*^  = (33.l5ll.25) mev. This indicated that the particle is 
either a TI or ^ . The value of/S- can be found in the same way 
as described before. This gives the value of momentum as 
85.80+_2,49 mev/c if the particle is n meson and 65.28 +_ 1.80 mev/( 
if it is/^meson. Corresponding energies f or TT meson and^mesons 
are (23.49 +. 1.27) mev and (17.87 +. 0.97) mev respectively. 
The above data indicated that a K-meson has undergone 
a decay into an L-meson. The conditions indicate that the 
secondary is more likely to be a 7\ meson rather than being a/^ 
meson. The most probable decay scheme can be given as 
V —» 7^ * + neutral particle. 
No estimate of the nature of charge was possible. 
However, the statistics of information do not discard the 
possibility of this event being a Kappa meson, undergoing a decay 
into a IP meson. 
The above information of a rare event is valuable 
with the idea that it has been produced in air, because the 
plates were placed without absorber; while generally other 
workers have found the examples of such particles at mountain 
altitudes with the plates exposed under some absorber. 
F i g . 20 . Two t r a c k s o r i g i n a t i n g from a cocimon apex, observed 
in 200 micron t h i c k , G5 emulsion p l a t e s , exposed a t 9,000 
f t under l e a d . One t r a c k has been i d e t i f i e d due t o 
p ro ton vt/hile t h e o ther due t o a 7\meson. The event shows 
t h e decay of a n e u t r a l V (A") of mass about (2115.6 ± I30) fflg. 
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Event 2 
This event is shown in Fig. 20. The event has been 
found in the plate exposed at 9000 ft under 6 cm. of lead. 
Here tvro particles are emerging from a common apex. The measure-
ments in each track are given below. 
Track I 
This track is coming to rest in the emulsion, hence 
the mass identification was almost certain. The grain density 
and range method was, used for the identification of its mass. 
The residual range of the particle was 436 microns 
taking the sh±inkage factor into consideration. Total number 
of grains were found to be (5^^ + 16). This gives the value 
of mass (equation 4.2) to be 1.047 mp where mp is the mass of 
a proton. 
The total number of gaps in this range were also 
found and the comparison with standard curves indicated the 
particle to be close to a proton. The scattering measurements 
were not possible because the track was too short for such 
measurements. The value of energy was seen from the range 
energy curves Fig. £ and was checked by evaluating the energy 
loss (kev/micron) from the curves of Fowler and perkine (I95l) 
and using equation (4.2* )• The value of momentum of the particle 
comes to be (133.4 +_ 4.1) mev/c. 
Track 2 
This track is going out of the emulsion after a dis-
tance of more than I mm. It had a grain density of 4? i I grain 
per 50 microns which remains more or less constant throughout 
the range. This goes to Indicate that the particle has moved 
in with more or less uniform velocity in the whole reign. The 
variation in grains from the apex also confirmed that the 
particle had started from the apex and gone out of emulsion. 
This was also confirmed by seeing the total number of gaps in 
the segment of 200 microns. The number of gaps varied from the 
apex as 21, I8, 13 indicating a decrease in the number of gaps 
as track proceeded from the apex confirming thereby that the 
particle has moved out from the apex. 
The coulumb scattering (deg./lOO microns) was found 
by method of Goldschdiidt - clermont and the value was found to 
be (0.42 +_ 0.02) deg./lOO microns. All this information con-
firmed that the particle was a n meson. The momentum of this A 
meson was calculated to be (67.5 ± 2.3) mev/c. 
The angle between these two tracks was 39 45'. 
Since both the tracks were moving out ffom the apex, 
it was concluded that the tracks under consideration were the 
decay products of some neutral particle. The neutral particle 
has decayed in a proton and T^  meson. The momentum of the neutral 
particle was calculated by using eq. (6.2) 
After knowing the moment torn we can find the mass of the 
particle using equation 6.1 given by Armenteros et al (I95l) 
The notation used has already been explained. This 
gives the mass of the particle to be (2li5.6 +_ 13O) me. The Q, 
value of this process comes out to be of the order of 24 mev. 
All t h i s information ind ica t e s t h a t the neut ra l 
p a r t i c l e which has suffered spontaneous decay i s a A" . The decay 
scheme i s as fo l lows:-
*- B»<*,Rint 
Fig. 21, An event observed in 200 micron thick G5 emulsion plate 
exposed at without any absorber. The incoming K meson 
has come to rest in the emulsion and has decayed into 
an L- meson. 
- I t o -
E V E N T 
Event 3 is shown in Fig. 2-\ . This event has also been 
found in plates exposed at 13,500 ft. without absorber. A particle 
has entered the plate and has practically come to rest. Then it 
has decayed into another particle which finally leaves the emulsion. 
The primary was ending in the emulsion, hence its mass 
was calculated by the method of residual range - grain density. The 
range of the particle was about 500 microns (taking account of the 
shrinkage factor). The value of (log K*) and (n') in the equation 
(4.2) were found to be 0,3746 and 0,86 respectively. Total number 
of grains counted were 464 +_ 20. This gives the mass of the parti-
cle to be 1287 i. 85 me. The available range was insufficient for 
making any reliable measurements. However, a verification of mass 
was done with the help of gap length - range measurements. The 
gaps exceeding a given length were measured and the mean gap length 
was calculated with the help of equation (4.9). The mean gap length 
was found to be 0.3 microns which is equal to 3*^ 2 scale divisions. 
'Alien this was plotted on the standard curves the point indicated 
the particle to have a mass intermediate between Proton and a"n meson 
and much nearer to proton. All the above measurements confirmed 
that the particle under consideration was a K-meson. 
The secondary leaves the emulsion after about 1.4 mm. it 
has a grain density of about (41 +_ 2) grains per 50 microns. It 
shows a scattering of (0.54 +_ 0.12) deg. per lOO microns. This 
when compared with standard curves showed that the particles an 
L-meson which will have a momentum of (68.97 +_ l6.0) mev/c if it 
is a -A meson and (53.23 j_ 13.00) mev/c if it is a /i* meson. 
- H I -
Thus t h i s event presents a slow K-raeson decaying Into 
an L-meson and some neu t ra l p a r t i c l e or p a r t i c l e s ; v i z . 
The p a r t i c l e has p r a c t i c a l l y come to r e s t In the emulsioi 
and may be taken as S -par t i c l e as reported by Bridge and Annls 
( I95I ) . 
- 1 1 2 - -
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Fig. 22. The IC jaeson coming from outside has decayed in to an L-nieson. 
The event has been observed in G5> ^00 xidcron th ick 
emulsion p l a t e . The mass of K meson i s about ( I l 6 l i l l 0 ) . 
~y\^-
E V E N T 
The event shown in f igure 22 was also found i n a plate 
exposed a t 13,500 f t . under no absorber. This event comprises of 
two p a r t i c l e s one of which i s coming from outside and has quite 
appreciable ioniza t ion while t h e other o r ig ina tes a t the point 
where f i r s t ends and has smaller ioniza t ion than the previous 
one. After a f u l l ve r i f i ca t ion i t was concluded t h a t the f i r s t 
t rack i s due t o primary p a t i c l e which has decayed in another 
high energy p a r t i c l e . 
The primary i s again of shor t l ength i n the emulsion. The 
mass was calculated with grain dens i ty - res idual range method 
and was ver i f ied with other methods. The range of the primary 
was about 405 microns (with about 399 grains in a l l ) . The mass 
of the p a r t i c l e was estimated to be ( I l 6 l +_ IIO) m . The mean 
gap length measiirements a lso confirmed t h a t the p a r t i c l e was a 
K-meson with mass intermediate between Proton and a 7^  meson. 
The secondary having a g ra in density of 50.5 grains per 50 
microns shows a s ca t t e r ing of 1.24 degrees per lOO microns, i t 
leaves the emulsion a f t e r about I mm. Comparing t h i s with 
standard curves, i t was concluded t h a t the p a r t i c l e i s an L-meson. 
I t s momentum values are (52.27 +_ l4 .2 ) mev/c, if i t i s a-n meson 
and (4I . I0 + 11.4) j^ev/c i f i t i s a/t-meson. 
From t h i s information i t was concluded tha t t h i s event also 
represents the decay of a charged K-meson into an L-meson. But 
here t he product (L-meson) i s a slow one as indica ted by i t s 
grain dens i ty . The gene ra l scheme of the decay could again be 
wr i t ten as i n the previous example, v i z . 
- I K . , ' 
The c lose ana lys is ind ica tes t h a t the abovo p a r t i c l s 
was most probably a decay of a Kappa-meson decaying in to a slow 
/Ltmeson, but any-how the p robab i l i t y of the decay of slow charged 
V cannot be ruled out . 
~\\r 
fi^S 
(^•cmJt, 
*1) C. 
•nesoft 
Fig* 23. A charged K ineson observed in 200 micron th ick G5 emulsion 
p la te exposed a t 13,500 f t . The secondary goes out with 
an energy of (231 2) mev if a •"-meson and ( I7 .3 i-1.6) 
mev i f a /^-me son. 
E 7 B H T 5 
This is also a tiso pronged event found in the p l a t e s 
exp^oaed a t 13,500 f t . without aMorber . This a l^a sftena, to be a 
decay of SOEB charged par t ic j ie , whioh has entered the plat© from 
the outside. 
!£he secondary i s about 1,3 mm. in length in the emuisicai, 
* f t e r ^ idb i i t goes out. I t has s» average grain density of 
;{54 ± 4) g2^ina per 50 microns. The coulumb s c a t t e r i n g nBaaureraents 
^r% done with two d i f ferent ce l l l e n g t h s , v iz . 50 microns and 25 
microns. The Talue were found to be 0.715 deg./lOO microns; and 
0.748 deg./lOO microns respec t ive ly , itom these values the mean 
s c a t t e r i n g a f t e r the e l imina t io i of noise (Squation 4,5) wae 
calculated to be 0.692 deg./lOO microns. This c lea r ly l^idicated 
that the p a r t i c l e was an L-meson. I t has an energy of (23 ± 2) mev 
if i t is a -^-meson and (17.3 ^1.6) Hfev if a ^mescaa. This gives 
corresponding momsntum values as (94.1 ±. 7,0) mev/c for T^  -laeson and 
(71.9 ^ 5.0) 2aev/c for ^-meson. 
The partioLe seems to be more probably a 7\-meson rather 
than a P'-meaon. 
The primary, whidi has en te ied the emuisicn from the out-
s ide , has again a very shor t length - only of a few hundred microns. 
( ' ^ 200 microns). I t has appreciable ion i sa t ion and has about 64 
gi«iine per 5© microns. Nothing more could be ascer ta ined in t h i s 
case. 
The above information indicated tha t SOEB p a r t i c l e has 
decashed into m. L-nfison (most probably a TS -meson) ^ i c h goes out 
with an energy appreciably higher than presented in an example of 
7v-|u.decay. The primary a lso seemed to have a mass near to that of 
a Proton. Thus 
WT-
we could conclude tha t the primary which i s again a charged 
K-meson has decayed into a slow L-meson. The decay scheme i s 
s imilar t o t h a t given in l a s t two examples. 
Under the above information i t was hard to e s t a b l i s h 
a more ce r t a in i den t i t y of the p a r t i c l e and the decay scheme. 
^^\9 
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